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The Cat Film Festival / Hocus Pocus / Bell Book and Candle
Sunday Oct 27: 2pm at the Buskirk-Chumley Theater For far too long, felines have been the “invisible” part of the human-animal bond and it’s time to shine the spotlight on these magnificent
creatures and the humans devoted to them. These 14 short films are not random internet “cat
videos” – these are films which have been made with an intention, concept or story to convey
something essential about cats. The films celebrate the kitties who share our world and their relationships with people, no matter where or how they live – as feral cats in a colony, or between
the covers in someone’s bed. The two-hour program starts at 2pm is designed for adults but can
be enjoyed by all members of the family, including children (ages 10 and under are free)
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at TheRyder.com
Moviesscreenings
for Moderns

A Pigeon Sat On A Branch
Reflecting On Existence

Aug 21, 22, 23, 28, 29, 30 Sept 4, 5
A pair of hapless novelty salesman take us on
a kaleidoscopic tour of the human condition in
the new off-kilter comedy by Swedish filmmaker Roy Andersson. If Wes Anderson and Lars
von Trier tried to write a sitcom together, the
result would be something like A Pigeon Sat
on a Branch. –Salon.com

GUEROS

Aug 28, 29, 30, Sept 4, 5, 6
A pair of university students attempt to track
down an unsung folk hero. Their simple trip
to find their childhood idol soon becomes
a voyage of self-discovery across Mexico
City’s invisible frontiers. “A gorgeous slice of
deadbeat Mexico City slacker poetry…a work
of genius…witty, delicate and often magical.
GUEROS is the foreign-language discovery of
2015 so far, and pretty close to the best film
I’ve seen all year.” – Salon.com

Gemma Bovery

Sept 11, 12, 18, 19, 20, 25, 26
Life begins to imitate art in uncanny ways
when earthy British beauty Gemma and her
furniture restorer husband Charles Bovery
move to the very same Norman village where
Emma Bovery was written. Whether you’ve
read Flaubert or not, Gemma Bovery is an
insightful, delightful comedy of manners.
(UK/France; 99 min)

MERU

Sept 11, 12, 13, 18, 19, 20, 25, 26, 27, Oct 2, 3
The Shark’s Fin on Mount Meru sits 21,000 feet
above the sacred Ganges River in Northern
India. In the high-stakes pursuit of big-wall
climbing, the mountain’s perversely stacked
obstacles make it both a nightmare and an
irresistible calling for some of the world’s
toughest climbers. In October 2008, renowned
alpinists Conrad Anker, Jimmy Chin and Renan
Ozturk arrived in India to tackle Meru.

Fri and Sat, Aug 21 & 22
A Pigeon Sat On A Branch
Reflecting ... 7:00 @ IU Fine Arts
The Yes Men ... 7:45 @ IU Woodburn
Time Bandits 8:30 @ Bryan Park (Fri only)
Sun, Aug 23
The Yes Men ... 7:00 @ Bear’s Place
Fri and Sat Aug 28 & 29
Gueros 7:00 @ IU Fine Arts
A Pigeon Sat On A Branch
Reflecting ... 7:45 @ IU Woodburn
Groundhog Day 8:30 @ Bryan Park (Fri only)
Sun, Aug 30
A Pigeon Sat On A Branch
Reflecting ... 7:00 @ Bear’s Place
Fri and Sat, Sept 4 & 5
Gueros 7:00 @ IU Fine Arts
A Pigeon Sat On A Branch
Reflecting ... 7:45 @ IU Woodburn
Hairspray 8:15 @ Bryan Park (Fri only)
Sun, Sept 6
Gueros 7:00 @ Bear’s Place - Last Chance!
Fri and Sat, Sept 11 & 12
Meru 6:45 @ IU Woodburn
Gemma Bovery 7:30 @ IU Fine Arts
Selena 8:15 @ Bryan Park (Fri only)
Sun, Sept 13
Gemma Bovery 7:00 @ Bear’s Place

Fri and Sat, Sept 18 & 19
Meru 6:45 @ IU Fine Arts
Gemma Bovery 7:30 @ IU Woodburn
Cartel Land 8:30 @ IU Fine Arts
Beetlejuice 8:00 @ Bryan Park (Fri only)
Movies for Moderns 812 339.2002 TheRYder.com

Hocus Pocus (4:45)
After moving to modern-day Salem, a teenager Max Dennison (Omri Katz) explores an abandoned house and accidentally frees a coven of evil witches played by Bette Midler, Kathy Najimy
and Sarah Jessica Parker. Now, with the help of a magical cat, the kids must steal the witches’
book of spells to stop them from becoming immortal. Hocus Pocus was released in 1993 and
received some pretty harsh reviews but has since become a cult classic. 95 min | rated PG
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See TheRYYder.com for up-to-the-minute updates to our calendar
Bell Book and Candle (7pm)
Kim Novak, Jimmy Stewart and Jack Lemmon
star in this delightful romantic comedy about
a modern-day bohemian witch living in Greenwich Village with her cat, Pyewacket, who is
not just a cat but also a “familiar,” possessing
supernatural powers of her own. Novak casts
a spell on Jimmy Stewart, with unexpected
consequences. 106 min | rated PG
Honeyland

Nov 1-17 Hatidze tends to her handmade
beehives, occasionally heading to the capital
to market her wares. One day, an itinerant
family installs itself next door, and Hatidze’s
peaceful kingdom gives way to roaring engines, seven shrieking children, and 150 cows.
Yet Hatidze welcomes the camaraderie, and
she holds nothing back—not her tried-andtrue beekeeping advice, not her affection,
not her special brandy. But soon Hussein, the
itinerant family’s patriarch, makes a series of
decisions that could destroy Hatidze’s way of
life forever. Turkey | 2019 | 87 min Presented in part by Bloomingfoods & Global Gifts.
The opening minutes of Honeyland are as astonishing — as sublime and strange and full of
human and natural beauty — as anything I’ve
ever seen in a movie. It may be a strange thing
to say about a documentary, but Honeyland
reminded me of The Lorax, Dr. Seuss’s great,
prescient tale of ecological folly.
– The New York Times

Los Reyes (The Kings)
Nov 1-10 This wonderful nonfiction portrait
takes place at the oldest skate park in Santiago, Chile, and was intended to feature the
teenagers who congregate there regularly.
But over the course of roughly two years
hanging around the park with cameras, the
filmmakers discovered that while the skaters
came and went — many of them prohibitively
shy about being filmed — there were two
characters that always seemed to be hanging
about: a pair of stray dogs, los reyes (“the
kings”). Chile | 2019 | 82 min

International Children’s Film Festival
Sun, Nov 10 at the Buskirk-Chumley Theater
Short films from around the world for the
young and the young-at-heart. There are
two programs, one for children ages 3-7 and
another for ages 8-80. One ticket admits you
into both programs. Scroll down for brief
descriptions of each film. This year’s Festival
includes short films from France, Germany,
Japan, Sweden, Australia and South Africa.
No passport required, no wall at the border.
Presented in part by Ferguson Law, Goods
for Cooks, and Richard Malone, M.D.

October 2019

Friday Oct 18
A Faithful Man – 6:15 – IU Fine Arts Theater
Asako I & II – 7pm – IU Global & International
Chained for Life – 8pm – IU Fine Arts Theater
Saturday Oct 19
A Faithful Man – 6:15 – IU Fine Arts Theater
Asako I & II – 7pm – IU Global & International
Chained for Life – 8pm – IU Fine Arts Theater
The Brainwashing of My Dad – 6:30 –
Buskirk-Chumley Theater
Sunday, Oct 20 at Bear’s Place
Chained for Life – 3:30
Asako I & II – 5:15 – Last Chance!
Last Black Man in San Francisco –7:30 – Last Chance!
Friday Oct 25
A Faithful Man – 6:15 – IU Fine Arts Theater
Chained for Life – 8pm – IU Fine Arts Theater
Saturday Oct 26
The Final Inning, The Final Album– 4:30–IU Fine Arts
A Faithful Man – 6:15 – IU Fine Arts Theater
Cold Case Hammarskjöld – 7pm – IU Global
Chained for Life – 8pm – IU Fine Arts Theater
Sunday, Oct 27 at Bear’s Place
A Faithful Man – 3pm – Last Chance!
Chained for Life – 5pm – Last Chance!
Cold Case Hammarskjöld – 7:30
Friday Nov 1
Honeyland - 6:15 - IU Fine Arts Theater
Cold Case Hammarskjöld - 7pm - IU Global &
International Theater
Los Reyes (The Kings) - 8pm - IU Fine Arts Theater
Saturday Nov 2
Honeyland - 6:15 - IU Fine Arts Theater
Cold Case Hammarskjöld - 7pm - IU Global &
International Theater
Los Reyes (The Kings) - 8pm - IU Fine Arts Theater
Sunday, Nov 3 at Bear’s Place
Honeyland - 5:15
Los Reyes (The Kings) - 7:30
Friday Nov 8
Honeyland - 6:30 - IU Fine Arts Theater
Los Reyes (The Kings) - 8:15 - IU Fine Arts Theater
Saturday Nov 9
Honeyland - 6:30 - IU Fine Arts Theater
Cold Case Hammarskjöld - 7:45 - IU Global
Los Reyes (The Kings) - 8:15 - IU Fine Arts Theater
Sunday, Nov 10 at The Buskirk-Chumley Theater
The NY International Children’s Film Festival - 2pm
Los Reyes (The Kings) - 5pm - Last Chance!
Honeyland - 7:15

We continue to add films to our calendar after
we have gone to press. Visit TheRyder.com for
up-to-the-minute listings and everything else
you want to know about The Ryder Film Series
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FROM THE

EDITOR

THE RYDER TURNS 40
TIME STANDS STILL
BY

PETER LOPILATO

The cover of our ﬁrst issue: where’s the R? That would appear on the cover of
issue #2. Paul Smedberg, who recently had a building at IU named after him,
created our logo 40 years ago and designed the cover of our ﬁrst issue.
He designed the cover of this issue as well.
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Well, we’re 40 years old. Who
knew, right? I guess it was always
just a matter of time.
To mark the occasion, we’ve
asked ten writers from the distant past to
contribute origin stories about the earliest
days of The Ryder and about their lives in
Bloomington in the 1980s, when this magazine came of age. My origin story goes back
a bit farther . . . .
When I was a student at IU I answered a
classiﬁed ad: “Writers wanted.” I had no
experience, no training, but I could write
passable sentences and had a general idea
of where the commas should go. And so I
thought, “why not?” Before I knew it found
myself standing in the doorway of a dimly lit,
crowded oﬃce on Second and College, across
the street from Planned Parenthood. Inside, I
could see writers hunched over typewriters at
desks overﬂowing with stacks of newspapers
and magazines. Posters from rock concerts
decorated the walls. I could hear music and
smell patchouli. A mannequin leaned against
a ramshackle bookcase with a sign around it’s
neck that said HELP WANTED..
It was the mid-70s and Bloomington was
home to several scrappy newspapers. I was
standing on the doorstep of Fun City!, an
irreverent weekly published by Leon Varjean,
a performance artist/political provocateur
who had run for Mayor and ﬁnished third in
the Democratic primary in a ﬁeld of 4. One of
his campaign promises: to turn the downtown
square into a giant Monopoly board.
“We have a chance to do an important story,”
my future editor said, “but all of our so-called
reporters,” and now he turned and gestured
dismissively towards the other people in the
room, “they think of themselves as Woodward and Bernstein but when push comes
to shove, they’re more like Sonny and Cher.
They just don’t have what it takes.” I nodded
(although I kind of liked Sonny and Cher).
Moreover, I wasn’t sure I had what it takes.
He looked at me and grinned, “So, are you
game?” I didn’t even bother to ask what I
would be writing about or how much I’d be
paid. “Count me in!”
I’d brought a writing sample and ﬁshed it
out of my shoulder bag. It was a paper I’d
written for a Lit class about Chaucer’s Wife
of Bath. I handed it to him. He read two or
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three sentences, crumpled it up and tossed it aside. “You’ll do,” he
said, and opened the door wider. I hesitated. “Don’t be shy,” he said.
“We don’t bite.”
Thus, my introduction to the world of print journalism.
The airport in Mooresville was small, and, really, too small to call
an airport. Just a couple of sheds that housed two small planes,
surrounded by cornﬁelds. My debut assignment--the story that Leon
said I was “destined to write”--would be to jump out of one of the
airplanes from 4,000 feet.
When I realized what I’d signed up for I protested. “Jump out of a
plane?!! I have no experience skydiving.” “You have no experience
writing for a newspaper” Leon snapped back, “but I hired you anyway.
How far do you think you’re gonna get in life with that Wife of Bath
crap?” He had a point.
After a hastily arranged, crash course in skydiving, which consisted
of jumping oﬀ the roof of one of the ﬁve-foot tall sheds, my instructor
pronounced me ready to go. He was midway through his third beer
but still, he seemed conﬁdent that I had mastered the “arch position”
and would land safely.
The ground crew packed a parachute, strapped it to my back and
loaded me into a compact four-seat plane. I’d been conﬁdent while
we are the ground but once the plane took oﬀ I began to have my
doubts. Maybe this wasn’t such a good idea.
I grew up in New York and when I left home for Indiana, I’d assured
my parents that I would return with a degree in hand. Now I had that
degree—my certiﬁcate of graduation from the Mooresville Skydiving
and Aerobatics Academy. It was too late to turn back.
By the time we’d ascended to 3,000 feet, my doubts were gone,
replaced by full-blown panic. I wanted to abort the mission.
The pilot opened the passenger door and I looked down at the ground,
4,000 feet below. I could see a single tree surrounded by farmland.
Several cows were grazing in the shade. “See that tree,” he said. “Don’t
land in it.” We ﬂew for several more seconds and then he said, “Out you
go.” Except I wasn’t going anywhere. I froze. I gripped the steel bar that
extended from the open doorway to the wing of the plane. “Jump!” he
shouted. But I held on. Then he leaned over, pried my ﬁngers from the
bar, and unceremoniously pushed me out.
I was airborne. I was in free fall. Then, as if by magic, my chute
somehow opened. My heart stopped racing, and a sense of calm
washed over me. I assumed the arch position: head forward, hips
back, legs bent at a 45-degree angle. No, wait, it should be head back,
hips forward – this is the same mistake I made 40 years ago.
OK, so I never mastered
the ﬁner points of the arch
position. But it was still an
amazing experience, one that
I will never forget. Once the
chute opened and I began my
descent, I enjoyed a strange
inner peace. It was stunningly
quiet. The view was breathtaking. I felt as if I was ﬂoating
on air. Time seemed to stand
still. Until I landed in the tree.
I hung suspended, the
strings of my parachute
hopelessly entangled in the
tree’s upper branches. It took
about an hour for the rescue
team to cut the strings and
set me free.

This magazine has
always reflected the
interests, obsessions
and eccentricities of
its writers, editors
and visual artists.
Those are the people
responsible for
whatever success
we’ve had.
October 2019

Forty-plus years later, the
world of magazine publish-

ing is still a bit of a high wire
act. You never know where
you are going to land.
Our ﬁrst issue had an early,
primitive version of our
now-familiar logo: the white
R in a black box would make
its ﬁrst appearance in issue
#2. The logo was designed
by Paul Smedberg. He locked
himself in his studio one
weekend and drew 500 Rs.
Then he chose the third one.
At ﬁrst my apartment doubled as our oﬃce. We designed
the magazine on my kitchen
table. This was in the pre-desktop publishing era when
All dressed up with no place to go:
cutting and pasting meant,
the editor as a young parachutist.
literally, cutting and pasting.
There were photographic
strips of type, chartpack, rubber cement and border tape strewn all
over my apartment. Do you know what the best thing is about desktop publishing? I no longer roll over in bed at night and get stabbed
by an exacto-knife.
The oﬃce was in the Allen Building, above the Uptown Café (in
1979 it was Howard’s Bookstore) and many of our writers and visual
artists lived in the Allen Building and contributed stories and cover
art. We were on the top ﬂoor; large bay windows looked out onto
Kirkwood. I can recall lazy summer afternoons during which we
would spend hours blowing soap bubbles out of the oﬃce windows.
We held contests to see who could blow their bubbles the farthest.
If the wind was right, you could reach the Book Corner across the
street. Today of course we are much more professional; we use soap
bubbles coated with a thin layer of silicone so that they can ﬂoat
farther without popping.
We’ve been lucky. We’ve been fortunate to publish in a community
of dedicated, creative and inspired people. This magazine has always
reﬂected the interests, obsessions and eccentricities of its writers, editors and visual artists. Those are the people responsible for whatever
success we’ve had. A few of them—Michael Bourne, Mike Cagle,
Anthony DeCurtis, Chrissie Dickinson, Tom Prasch, D. Self, Lisa
Sorg, Paul Sturm and Jason Vest—have contributed essays to this
issue. Each had a signiﬁcant voice in the content, look and spirit of
this magazine in its early years.
The Ryder is free and has always been supported by advertising. But
we would be remiss to not acknowledge the local restaurants, retail
shops, nightclubs and theaters, along with IU, who continue to support
original, print journalism in Bloomington in a digital age.
This morning I was saddened to read of the death of Larry Davis.
He was 97 years old and, until a few months ago, had been in good
health. He lived most of his adult life in Bloomington. Larry was the
director of the IU Auditorium in 1979 when a young, would-be publisher walked into his oﬃce and told him about an idea he had for an
arts magazine. There was no business plan, no prototype issue – I’m
not sure we’d even settled on our name yet. I was nervous; this was
my ﬁrst advertising sales call. I’d stumbled over my words throughout the conversation when I ﬁnally got around to asking him if the
Auditorium would consider purchasing an ad in our ﬁrst issue. “I’ll
take a half page,” he said, “in every issue.”
Larry and I would occasionally meet for lunch, although not often
enough in recent years. He was a lifelong, enthusiastic champion of
the arts. He was a good friend and will be missed.
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OCTOBER 29TH, 8PM- THE BUSKIRK-CHUMLEY THEATER
Rhiannon Giddens and Francesco Turrisi have taken two steps
back and four steps forward into a state of timelessness. We’ve
pointed out before that “American” roots music like bluegrass is
an amalgamation of cultures. The Italian ﬁddle, the African banjo
and drum, the Spanish guitar, and more melded into “Americana”
styles of folk and country, jazz and cajun.
The duo of Giddens and Turrisi take two steps back by exploring the time before the Appalachian melding of world instruments. West African rhythm had blended with Arabic and
European music centuries before American immigrants forged
alliances in the hills of coal country.

Giddens, an American, has her roots in folk and expresses such
with ﬁddle and banjo. Turrisi, an Italian, is a pianist and percussionist. They met on neutral ground in Ireland. The product is
a swirl of eras and cultures, rhythms and melodies, that at once captures the familiar and
drops into the known music-verse from another galaxy.

HAIRBANGERS BALL
NOVEMBER 2ND, 8PM THE BLUEBIRD
The local gem that is The
Bluebird has held legendary nights, including Lou
Reed sharing the stage
with John Mellencamp.
Listed among “The 100
Great American Music
Venues” by Consequence
of Sound is a feather in
their cap, for sure.
But nothing compares
to this unintentionally
greatest review ever...

“People talk about how
great the Bluebird is. I
went for the ﬁrst time last
night for Hairbangers Ball
and wasn’t impressed.
There was pushing, shoving, rudeness, bras being
thrown, people practically having sex on the dance ﬂoor, and the bathroom reeked of weed.”

“You know this is the greatest advertisement the Bluebird could pay for, right?,” we asked the
author of this fortuitously grand review, Sarah Hancock. She was engaging and rather sweet
in response to my statement, “For clariﬁcation I am not blaming the Bluebird for last night
and if it sounds that way I am sorry!”
“Thank You! We’re saying, sssshhh, we want it this way. Thanks for being a good
sport.” We respect Sarah for engaging and would love her to write reviews for our
favorite places anytime.

You can blame or thank the delightfully debased Hairbangers Ball and their fans for inspiring
this review when they return to the Bird in early November. Representing the “Decade of Decadence,” it makes sense that bands like Mötley Crüe, Poison, Ratt, and Twisted Sister inspire
both Hairbangers Ball and Sarah’s gutter rock review.

RYDER

...FILM

ROCKY HORROR PICTURE SHOW

OCTOBER 26TH, 8PM AND MIDNIGHT - THE BUSKIRK-CHUMLEY PRESENTED BY CARDINAL STAGE
“I would like, if I may, to take you on a strange journey.” Apt ﬁrst words from the Criminologist, the
narrator, starting to get you in the mind set of the Rocky Horror Picture Show. Cardinal Stage ampliﬁes the already over the top cult classic with their 14th annual one night event at the Buskirk. Speaking of electrifyingly over the top, Oriana Peron hosts the pre-show 30 minutes before each ﬁlm start
time. Oriana also hosts a costume contest as part of the warm up, with prizes and gory glory.
Prop bags are available for only 5 dollars and will join all proceeds raised in support of Cardinal
Stage’s IU Credit Union Education Initiative, which “focuses on nurturing a lifelong passion for the
theatre in audiences of all ages, cultures, and economic backgrounds by investing in audiences of
tomorrow and increasing access to underserved populations.”

See our “Tables” column for a night of RHPS trivia at The Tap and a chance to get discounted tickets
just for dressing in the spirit of Rocky Horror.

...COMEDY
SOFIYA ALEXANDRA & EMMA ARNOLD

NOVEMBER 21ST, 22ND, AND 23RD - THE COMEDY ATTIC

Soﬁya Alexandra & Emma Arnold!

Soﬁya could be the oﬃcial comedian of the Trump impeachment. She grew
up in Odessa, Ukraine, for her ﬁrst decade of life. Both Playboy and Huﬀington Post named Soﬁya one of The Fifty Funniest Women on Twitter and
one of 18 Funny Women You Should Be Following. The progressive tone
and bona ﬁdes of one of those outlets is well known. And Huﬃngton Post is
good too.

She currently co-hosts the podcast, Private Parts Unknown, covering sexuality and love through the lens of a travel podcast. The Grassroots Conservatives may want to show up to “promote” her shows.
“Y’all acting like Trump has respect for any part of the presidential oﬃce
including impeachment lmao. It’s like if a raccoon listened to a strongly
worded note about not eating your trash.”

Emma Arnold is three for three with comedy specials over as many years. Also
worthy of promotion by the Grassroots Conservatives as she has hilarious bits on
abortion and women’s reproductive rights. She also draws the audience in with
seemingly mundane topics such as shopping and hanging with childhood friends.
It’s the funny in the everyday that is her charm.

...MISC.

BLOOMINGTON SEX SALON

NOVEMBER 15TH, 7PM, 18+, FREE - THE BISHOP
The 30th Bloomington Sex Salon hosted by Dr. Debby Herbenick has a date set for November 15. A special thank you to the Grassroots Conservatives for promoting The Kinsey
Institute with an awareness campaign. In honor of the Grassroots Conservatives we will
actively seek out these sex positive events. Thanks Grassroots Conservatives!

The 29th Bloomington Sex Salon, hosted, as usual, by Debby Herbenick, was a conversation
with The Kinsey Institute’s Art & Artifacts Curator, Rebecca Fasman, on the subject of sex
and material culture. The format has been a Q&A and the second half has been for audience questions.
Debby Herbenick is “an American author, research scientist, sex educator, sex advice columnist,
children’s book author, blogger, television personality, professor, and human sexuality expert in
the media.”
A professor at the Indiana School of Public Health, Debby is one of the foremost experts on
sexual behavior. She also hosts the podcast Kinsey Conﬁdential for the Kinsey Institute and
has published over 130 scientiﬁc papers.
Regardless of the guest for the 30th Sex Salon, expect the evening to be informative and
sex positive. The events are free and 18+. Thanks again to the Grassroots Conservatives for
raising awareness, you folks have made a tangible diﬀerence.

[editor’s note: ANTHONY SCOTT PIATT has volunteered at WFHB for 22 years so far and
publicized David Grisman, The Skatalites, Cubanismo and more. He accepts submissions,
comments, and hate mail at writer4ryder@gmail.com.]
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WHAT TO DIGEST
WHEN YOU’RE
EXPECTING...

BY ANTHONY SCOTT PIATT

Tables is our look at culinary craft events. Our previews give preference
to fundraisers and education, while also presenting seasonal menus, local
specialties, festivals and special nights of entertainment involving food. We
focus on the craft of cooking and the use of food as a community builder.

…FUNDRAISERS
FIRESIDE GALA BENEFIT FOR SHALOM CENTER

October 29th, 6PM - Woolery Mill
The second annual Fireside Gala is set for the end of October. The
Gala is Shalom’s largest fundraiser of the year. Last year, through
glow of the ﬁre and on a crisp fall night will, in turn, keep folks fed
your support, Shalom served 79,084 meals, provided 14,051 nights of
and housed throughout the winter. Your attendance and participashelter, and helped 697 people move into or prevent the loss of their
tion in a silent auction will provide nearly 100,000 meals over the
homes. That impact is possible because of the generosity of people
next year.
like you who donate and have a great time at our Fireside Gala.”
One World Catering will provide the starters, with tapas from local
chefs and celebrities. County Commissioner Penny Githens, Sylvia
McNair, Jennie Vaughan of Ivy Tech, Doug Bader of IU, and Shalom’s
own Head Chef Anders Jorgensen.
Music will be interspersed by Amanda Biggs and the Hoosier Youth
Philharmonic. And look for some surprises from a local writer.
Forrest Gilmore, the Reverend that runs Shalom, told us of the
impressive impact the event has on our community, “The Fireside

The silent auction has some truly grand items and experiences to
win. Including a weekend in New Orleans, an entire week on Lake
Michigan, and IU basketball tickets. There will also be a live auction
helmed by Brother William Morris which oﬀers a planning and
carpentry by Loren Wood Builders, coﬀee and a chat with Micheal
Koryta, the New York Times bestselling author, and a few more
things you literally can’t buy anywhere else. Again, all beneﬁtting the
Shalom Community Center and the folks they serve.

COMMUNITY KITCHEN’S AUTUMN BRUNCH

November 17th, 11AM to 3PM - Community Kitchen
We give top billing to fundraisers and this is one of our favorites.
at 812-332-0999 or director@monroecommunitykitchen.com.
Food is such a celebration of life, more so when our entire commuThe menu includes raviolo stuﬀed with ricotta cheese and egg yolk
nity is nourished. The Community Kitchen’s Autumn Brunch is a
served with n’duja hollandaise sauce & crispy prosciutto or a cured
consummate union of indulgence for altruism.
& smoked watermelon radish for starts. The second course holds a
Seatings are at 11 am and 1 pm for the three course brunch. Three
corresponding cocktails will be provided by Cardinal Spirits. The
staﬀ and star pupils from the Culinary Arts program at Ivy Tech
will be ﬁring up one of two choices from each of the three courses.
Accordingly, reservations and food choices must be made in advance

choice of momo dumplings. Dessert oﬀers two tarts, a frangipane
mini tart stuﬀed with white wine poached pear, citrus pastry cream,
and torched meringue or a lemon tart which is allergy friendly
being both vegan and gluten-free with a macaroon shell, fresh fruit,
almond, and vegan meringue.

…GRAND OPENINGS

SOMA TAKES OVER OONA LOCATION

November 1st - SOMA on Hillside
SOMA is opening a third location in the former Oona space at the corner of Henderson and Hillside. The
other two SOMA shops are slated to remain open. The area could use a coﬀee shop and the space is well
suited for it, with about the same amount of seating as the downtown SOMA location. Have a dark chocolate zombie and a PB&J smoothie ready for me, I’ll see you in November.
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FARE THEE WELL

Goodbye to Chef Erika of Feast and Oona fame. She is
oﬀ to DC at the end of the month to work with her friend
Maria to collaborate with her in the form of ﬂoral and
food. Darling and Daughters is “an evocatively inspired &
seasonally inﬂuenced ﬂoral studio”. We mention this for
those of us Bloomingtonians that may travel to DC and
as a thank you for the vibrant craft Erika brought to the
Btown food scene.
A note from Erika, “From my ﬁrst juice bar & cafe in Michigan (to) ﬂowers & tamales at the Bloomington farmers
market (to) feast (to) oona and now presently in Maryland
foraging the most lovely berried branches... Grateful.”

YOGI’S GRAND REOPENING

November 11th - Yogi’s (Former Scotty’s location)
Yogi’s is slated to open November 11 to the public. The Tap family of restaurants which
includes SmokeWorks and Social Cantina adds a new/old favorite with the resurrection
of Yogi’s. Molly Otto gave us this teaser, “We are excited to bring back all the Yogi’s
favorites, in an amazing new location. The management team is excitedly getting ready
to start hiring and training mid October.”

322 East Kirkwood Avenue

Open Daily: 11am to 9pm

Talk of which favorites have been intense amongst Btown foodies. Surely the buﬀalo
chips make the cut, and the foursome of chicken dishes including the velvet soup,
wings, tenders, and teriyaki chicken salad. But, will they bring back the hummus? Demanding Geoﬀs wanna know!

…SPECIAL EVENTS

ROCKY HORROR PICTURE SHOW TRIVIA NIGHT

October 23rd, 8PM - The Tap
“I’ll tell you once, I won’t tell you twice. You better
wise up, Janet Weiss”

Are you as wise as Janet Weiss? Prove it at The Tap’s
Rocky Horror Picture Show trivia on October 23.
Guests are welcome to dress up and play trivia. Both
can win you prizes of Tap gift cards and Cardinal
Stage tickets. In fact, anyone who dresses up will also receive a discount on tickets to the
screening of RHPS hosted by Cardinal Stage at the Buskirk on Oct 26. See our preview
in “Stages” for details on the event.
So, basically your getting paid to test your costume out before the movie and costume contest at
the Buskirk. While also having a blast, getting a discount, and maybe winning some prizes.

THANKSGIVING GOURMET CLUB

November 28th, 11:45AM to 4:15PM - FARMbloomington
Best part of Thanksgiving dinner? Eating, of course. Dishes and prep time? Not so
much. Best part of FARM? Gourmet Club, of course. Well, those garlic fries, and the
soups, and… I digress. Gourmet Club is a curated experience every month, but November is special and especially worthy of sharing with family and friends.
Reservations are required and, get this, take out orders are ﬁlled with a weeks’ notice.

Thanksgiving Gourmet Clubs’ menu sounds amazing. Note that a turkey and vegetarian option are both available. The starters and desserts oﬀer a diverse mix.
Here are the main course options;

“Bourbon-Brined Roast Turkey, Cornbread & Sage Stuﬃng, Truﬄe Scented
Giblet & Mushroom Gravy with Mashed Local Sweet Potato with Molasses &
Hazelnuts, Green Bean Casserole with Local Bacon & Crispy Onions, Orange &
Cranberry Compote
-orStuﬀed Turkish Vegetables: Stuﬀed Assorted Vegetables, Herbed Tofu Dressing,
Pine Nuts, Dried Fruit, Roasted Red Pepper Sauce & Basil Oil”

“Tables” encourages you to remember John Robbins as you enjoy the ride… “It may be
healthier to eat beer and franks with cheer and thanks, than to eat sprouts and bread with
doubts and dread.”
[editor’s note: ANTHONY SCOTT PIATT has volunteered at WFHB for 22 years so far and
publicized David Grisman, The Skatalites, Cubanismo and more. He accepts submissions,
comments, and hate mail at writer4ryder@gmail.com.]
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FEATURES

MICHAEL BOURNE: ALL
THAT I’VE BEEN I BECAME IN
BLOOMINGTON

Chance might have brought Michael Bourne to
Bloomington, but it was a few thousand gallons of Stroh’s
and the enchantments of a jazz destiny that kept him
here. Here, he reveals the true meaning of ‘Hoosier’ and
admits he never wanted to teach theater anyway.

TOM PRASCH: I WASN’T QUITE THERE FOR
THE INCEPTION

Tom has written novellas for the Ryder since 1984 and doesn’t seem likely to stop. Here, he
recounts his ﬁrst exposure to our venerable magazine in just under 1,200 words.

KD SELF: A WATCHCAT’S MEMOIR

Born with the itch to make, KD Self designed her ﬁrst Ryder cover in 1982. Here,
she reﬂects on the Ryder’s forty year run as Bloomington’s cultural spreading zone.

MIKE CAGLE: THE RYDER AND
ME

Mike Cagle was chief designer for the Ryder from 198083. In this article, we ﬁnd out just how tawdry Mickey
Mouse can be and the way The Ryder’s Jackson Pollock
ripoﬀ of a refrigerator served as a diversionary tactic.
Pﬀt, my kid could have painted that.

ANTHONY DECURTIS:
POSITIVELY 4TH STREET

Anthony DeCurtis left his Bleeker Street home in
Greenwich Village and moved into a house on 4th Street
in Bloomington. Only after coming to Bloomington did he
realize how provincial New York could be.

LISA SORG: FOREVER CHANGES

You won’t ﬁnd any actual muﬀ diving here-- sorry, kids-- but you might discover a
thing or two about Lisa Sorg’s Ryder career and why breaking up with Bloomington
is hard to do.

PAUL STURM: TALK ABOUT THE PASSION

Writer stalking, the emergence of Douglas Hofstadter’s Golden Braid, and ﬁttycent poems that probably had little to do with rap-- Paul Sturm has seen a small
but satisfying part of the All during his two score years wringing the ﬁnest drips out
of the Ryder. I gotta ask though-- who DIDN’T spend some of their best moments
in Peter’s Allen Building apartment/oﬃce?

CHRISSIE DICKINSON: THE
GIRLS WITH GUITARS

Although she now swims in bigger ponds, Chrissie
Dickinson cut her musical teeth in the punk microcosm
she found in 1980s Bloomington. In this piece, she
testiﬁes to what she saw and admits her life has always
been a polemic against Izod shirts.

JASON VEST: ON THE ROAD WITH
CHRISTOPHER HITCHENS

The brilliant, notorious DC journalist Christopher Hitchens discovered Indiana
during a lost weekend in the early 90s and Jason Vest witnessed it all.

CONTEST RULES: email your answer to FamousBuses@TheRyder.com. The subject line should read “Bus Contest.”
Winners will receive a pair of tickets to The Ryder Film Series where, if they are lucky, they will see a movie featuring one
or more buses in supporting roles. If they are especially lucky, winners may also get a Bloomington Transit coloring book
and other cool stuff. Be sure to include a mailing address with your entry. Employees of BT, The Ryder and their families
or facsimiles thereof may not enter. New Jersey residents add a 15% surcharge.
Joaquin Phoenix hands
a card to a woman on a
bus in The Joker. What’s
printed on the card?

A. His name and phone number
B. Pardon my illness
C. Would you like to hear a joke
D. An advertisement for a comedy club

ANSWER TO LAST WEEK’S QUESTION
In Spider Man: Far From Home, Peter Parker points
out a rainbow to the passengers on the bus

Remember…Movies wouldn’t be Movies without Buses.
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M I C H A E L
B Y

All

That

I’ve

Been

I

Became

in

Bloomington

[editor’s note: Michael Bourne hosted Between You and Me on
WFIU from 1972-1984 and occasionally published his musing on
jazz and movies in The Ryder]
Tempus fugit!
Could be my epitaph.
Could be everyone’s epitaph.
One twist about age is that the more tempus you live
through, the more the fugit-ing quickens.
Another sign of age is when you realize that your stories
have bumped back a decade. What happened 10 years ago
becomes 20 years ago. And then 30. And then 40. And
then damn!
50 years since I watched a man walk on the moon
50 years since I survived the muddy pain in the ass that
was Woodstock.
52 years since my folks drove me from St Louis to
Bloomington.
I remember seeing, all along the road into town, Hoosier
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Liquors, Hoosier Laundry, Hoosier Insurance, Hoosier everything
everywhere! And I was amused. In the Missouri town where
I’d been an undergrad, “Hoosier” was what locals called country
bumpkins.
I remember also that, as we rolled along, on the radio Herb
Alpert was playing “A Taste of Honey.” I was not much into the
Tijuana Brass -- but, after a kaleidoscope of fateful twists, relatively
soon I was working for Herb as an Alpert & Moss campus rep” for
IU.
Delivering the new A&M albums to local journalists and
broadcasters.
Telling one of the rock jocks no, I couldn’t get him an interview
with Carole King.
Asking if Karen Carpenter needed anything. She was playing
the IU Auditorium in a fluffy pink gown, looking like a princess
as she sang while playing her drums. (I said to Karen I was sorry
I couldn’t stay for the concert. I was playing drums with the
Screaming Gypsy Bandits that night. Karen gave me a sheaf of
drumsticks she didn’t want. All, after a couple of gigs, were broken.)
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I remember hearing Mrs
Seaman’s Sound Band
playing “Light My Fire”
for 40 minutes at a
dance at Foster Quad,
with 20-ish Michael
Brecker playing a
Coltrane-like solo on a
slide whistle.

The Sandpipers didn’t want anything either.
“Guantanamera” was a best-seller for A&M, if
not a song I ever sang along with. But — again
one of the great chances of my life -- they were
opening for Tony Bennett, and some years
thereafter Tony and I became good friends. He’s
a passionate painter when he’s not being
a passionate singer. We’ve always talked
mostly about art. We’ve gone to museums
together in New York or when we’ve been at
jazzfests in Europe. I have a wall of Benedetto
drawings and paintings of me, including a large
Velasquez-inspired oil of me.

I’ve been
absurdly lucky
to have gotten
to know so
many great
folks, travel to
so many great
places, do so
many great
things. All
wonderfully
by chance. I
came to
Bloomington
by
chance. One of
my undergrad
teachers
Michael at this year’s Montreal Jazz Fest
directed plays
I enjoyed being in. He’d been an IU Theatre grad student, so I became an IU Theatre
grad student.
The Spectator, an “underground” tabloid, was looking for writers about the arts. I
thought that’d be fun. I became a journalist. I wrote about what I enjoyed — music,
movies, theatre. (Free records! Free movies! Free shows!) I was especially into jazz,
so I wrote an interview with David Baker about jazz at IU — published by DownBeat
in 1969. (Do the math: again that number of years ago.) Don Glass at WFIU asked
me to come on the jazz show from time to time and talk about whatever hip sides I
was listening to. I passed the four 8-hour exams for a doctorate in theatre in 1972,
and I was brain-dead from all the exhausting study. And that’s when Don Glass
called again, asked me to fill in as the WFIU jazz jock for four weeks — that became
47 years on the radio. I was never all that interested in being a theatre professor
anyway.
I enjoyed being a DJ — 13 years at WFIU and, since 1984, I’ve jocked at WBGO,
the best jazz station in the world, broadcasting from Newark (on wbgo.org) all around
the world. I’ve used my PhD at least as a New York theatre critic. And when the
New York Daily News interviewed me when I celebrated my 65th birthday, I was
asked if I’d retire. I answered “From what? I get paid to play records and go to
shows!” As I am nonetheless doing at (never thought I’d live this long) 72.
I don’t know if all this blather is what Peter (how many decades have I know
him?) wanted me to write about for The Ryder. I have not been to Bloomington since
2000, but I remember everything as if it’s all happening now.
Eating a strom and drinking a “pound” of Stroh’s at Nick’s.
Sitting in my car because the aerial on my Ford Elite could catch the KMOX radio
broadcast of Cardinals games. (I’m nonetheless religious about baseball.)
Hanging with the manager and projectionist of the Von Lee, talking about when
they were young and Hoagy was playing piano for the silent movies in the 20’s. (I
eventually wrote an aborted bio-musical about Hoagy.)
I remember driving up to Naptown for wrestling with Dick the Bruiser. And, in
the middle of the night, for White Castles.
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No one ever
wanted to find
themselves on
one of Michael’s
Worst Of lists.
1983 was no
exception: “1983
was the dullest
year at the movies
that I remember.

doctorate, when my great professor Oscar
Brockett called me “Dr. Bourne.” I have
the diploma framed on the wall by my
desk, surrounded by a gallery of art I’ve
collected and made.
Best of all the memories, I became my
best friend Katie’s daughter Elizabeth’s
father figure. And this year my granddaughter Nora graduated from IU. With
honors. And taller than me.
Not to forget falling in
love. Happily. Unhappily. And often.

The traditional

I’ve been meaning to scribble a
memoir, especially about all my travels
all these years since I’ve lived in New
movies seems
York. Especially about a variety of full-tilt
almost endless.
epiphanies. I fell in love with the world in
Risky Business,
Bombay. I realized what being free really
means in Berlin. (I have a chunk of the
about a young jerk
Wall on my desk.) I mooned an audience
learning about life
from a stage full of almost-naked dancers
after being a pimp
in Rio. I overcame a life-long fear of
for the weekend…
heights on the Leaning Tower of Pisa. I
connected with an earlier life on a cobbled
was much ado
street in Haarlem, where (I’m pretty sure)
about nothing.
I got countless comics from Michael Redman, and
in early 17th C Holland, I was painted by
The Hunger, with
I papered all the walls of my apartment at 308 East 7th
Frans Hals.
with Marvel covers. Spiderman and the Hulk all across
David Bowie
I don’t have travel legs anymore,
the ceiling.
but
just
this summer I climaxed 27 years
and Catherine
In the mid-70’s, Michael Uslan and I wrote a
attending the biggest (says Guinness) and
Deneuve, was
script for a Batman movie. He endeavored to sell it in
best (sez me) jazz festival in the world, in
more like a New
Hollywood. One producer wanted to make it a rock
Montreal. I MC’d a concert of stories and
musical with Mick Jagger as Batman, David Bowie
music celebrating 40 years of the jazzfest
Wave perfume
as Robin. Michael said no, and he’s since then been
and 40 years of WBGO.
commercial than a
executive producer of all the Batman movies. He’s also
I’ve meandered America much
vampire chiller.”
still teaching about comics at IU.
more in recent years. I’ve followed the
Because of my friends, the Rocks, I became
Cardinals on the road. Pittsburgh’s
addicted to novels about the enormous detective Nero
ballpark is the most beautiful. Denver’s ballpark is the most
Wolfe. So addicted that I made a pilgrimage to the upstate
memorable — mostly because the mile-high altitude triggered a heart
New York house of author Rex Stout, the most extraordinary
attack. And after a triple by-pass a dozen years ago, my heart works
individual I’ve ever known, and I edited what we talked about better now than in Bloomington.
into my only book, Corsage, published by Rock & Co.
I have a notebook page framed on the wall. On the night before
I remember hearing Mrs Seaman’s Sound Band playing
my heart was reupholstered, I wrote down some of the names (plus
“Light My Fire” for 40 minutes at a dance at Foster Quad, with Brubeck, Jobim, Zappa, Sondheim) I’ve been remembering. Also
20-ish Michael Brecker playing a Coltrane-like solo on a slide
places I’ve been that have made my life worth living. In the lower
whistle.
right corner of the page, I wrote “B’ton.”
I sang at the Bluebird, “Cold Pizza”
with Mark Bingham and the Brain Sisters.
I sang at the IU Opera, as Offenbach’s
Bacchus, god of wine and the theatre.
I was hanging one day with Dizzy Gillespie. He was nuts
I was hanging one day with Dizzy
about the soap opera As The World Turns. He was shouting
Gillespie. He was nuts about the soap
at the TV. “That bitch! I can’t believe she did that!”
opera As The World Turns. He was
shouting at the TV. “That bitch! I can’t
believe she did that!” When a commercial
came on, he lit up a joint. And offered me a hit. I’ve been
Being a master of time and space, I can go back to anywhere
a cigar smoker since I was a teenager, but I was never into
I’ve ever been. Re-do everything I’ve ever done. I can live again all
reefer — but I thought “I’m watching a soap with Dizzy
the triumphs. Even the foolishness. Vividly. And all that I’ve been
Gillespie! I’m already down the rabbit hole.” I have not
I became in Bloomington. I’m still connected to folks I’ve known
smoked a joint in the 40 years since then, literally so I always
from five decades ago. Including folks who’ve never left. And even
can say I have not smoked a joint since I watched a soap with
though it’s 35 years since I lived there, I frequently feel as if I’m still
Dizzy Gillespie.
there. And always will be there. And always will be hungry for a
I remember the moment when I’d finally earned the
stromboli.
list of worst
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[editor’s note: Mike Cagle was a designer, illustrator, and artist in
Bloomington for many years. Then he moved to Portland, Oregon to attend
law school, and now he’s working as an attorney in rural, Arctic Alaska.
You can see his 1980 portrait of Papa Bear, originally drawn for a Ryder ad,
reproduced on the big circular sign outside the entrance to Bear’s Place. He
designed this magazine from 1980-83.]

RYDER
AND

ME

by

mike
cagle
14

Wow, that seems so long ago. At the very
beginning of my career as a designer and
illustrator, in 1975, I was young, naïve, socially
awkward, ignorant and inexperienced, and
newly arrived in Bloomington from nearby
Brown County to attend IU. I hardly knew
anything yet! I had some drawing ability,
though.
In high school, I had been on the yearbook
staff and drew pictures for the school paper,
and also for an unsanctioned, studentproduced publication called The Back Alley
Squeal Sheet, but despite this experience,
and even despite attending the High School
Yearbook Institute at Franklin College, I really
had only the vaguest understanding of the actual mechanics or
processes involved in getting publications printed.
Somehow I became acquainted with prankster genius Leon
Varjian, who was running for Mayor of Bloomington in a satirical
campaign. I’m pretty sure it was satirical, anyway. One of his notable
proposals was to convert the town square to a giant Monopoly
board (he ended up with what he called a “very patriotic” total of
776 votes). Leon was a brilliant, creative, and intense guy – very
serious about fun. I’m not sure how we met – maybe I wrote him
a fan letter? Or called to make a comment when he appeared on a
WFIU talk show? In any case, Leon was associated with a group of
people behind a free weekly paper called Primo Times. Leon wrote
a column for Primo; Peter LoPilato and Michael Redman were also
members of the crew. Who did what exactly was opaque to me, as an
inattentive, somewhat starstruck outsider. But it was thanks to Leon
that, in my freshman year at IU, I got one of my first professional art
assignments: A cover illustration for Primo Times.
The cover story was about “underground” cartoonist Dan
O’Neill and the lawsuit brought against him by the Disney
corporation. O’Neill and some collaborators had used Mickey Mouse
and other Disney characters in a comic book they created called Air
Pirates. Disney objected to the unauthorized use of their characters
(even more so, because they were shown engaging in explicit sex,
revolutionary violence, and general anarchic craziness). This was a
great assignment – a fun story to visualize! I came up with a dramatic
over-the-shoulder depiction of a startled O’Neill at his drawing
board, mouth agape and pen flying from his hand – and plewds of
sweat popping from his forehead – as a ghostly and aggravated Walt
Disney rose out of the blank paper in front of him, brandishing a
cartoon ray gun and yelling “Don’t draw that Mouse, O’Neill!!” And
that’s how I burst onto the Bloomington media scene.
I did a few more drawings for the Primo Times gang, and when
Leon left them to start his own paper, called Fun City!, he asked me
to design the masthead. It featured a Bloomington skyline with giant
curved lettering floating in the sunset above. Later, Michael Redman
started a new publication, called Real Times. There were others as
well. Bloomingtonians of that era never lacked for an abundance
of free and interesting reading material – available on practically
every block! – which they perused while sipping coffee at the Spoon,
scarfing down pizza at the Café Pizzaria, or getting outside of an
omelette at the Uptown.
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He set me straight, explaining that each individual letter in a
One notable character in this mix was a young cartoonist
typeface was literally a drawing, created in black ink or paint, about
and self-taught animator named Tim Hittle. Tim fried donuts
eight or ten inches tall, and carefully crafted and labored over by
and made deliveries in his day job at Cresent Donuts, which
hand, by an actual identifiable human being, some of whom were
is where I met him. I remember a comic strip he drew for Real
people he knew personally. And furthermore, sometimes these
Times that showed him in a windstorm, eyes wide with alarm
people spent years slaving over the creation of a typeface, with all
as a tall stack of donut boxes was gently but firmly lifted out
its many constituent characters and symbols. I’ve never forgotten
of his arms by the wind. He spent his time off work creating
that lesson. Typefaces are created by people – at that time, they were
artwork – most significantly, his painstakingly hand-made
ink drawings; before that, they had for centuries been tiny metal
claymation movies. He sent these films, which featured his
sculptures, and of course today they’re created with the aid of digital
character “Jay Clay,” to Saturday Night Live. SNL broadcast
software – but still by people.
them, they were immensely
Even now, they’re not really
popular, and within a couple
“machine-made” in any sense
of years, Tim’s career as an
that matters.
animator took off. He was
Godlewski could be a
one of the major people who
little snooty, though. He said
worked on A Nightmare Before
“we encourage our students
Christmas (animating the main
to take Journalism classes
character), and later, a short
– but with a grain of salt.”
film he made on his own was
I took one anyway. Visual
nominated for an Academy
Communication, taught by the
Award (Canhead, 1997).
legendary, Pulitzer-winning
Anyway, out of this
photojournalist Will Counts
bubbling primordial soup of
(look him up!), was a basic
the Bloomington alternative
survey of news photography,
media scene (described here
photo editing, and journalistic
in very abbreviated form)
design, layout, and typography.
was born The Ryder. I still
I think I benefitted from the
remember Peter LoPilato
combination of the relatively
describing his plans to me.
practical Journalism class and
“Ryder?” I asked. Why
the more theoretical Fine Arts
Ryder? Like the truck?
classes – plus the real-world
“No,” he said, “like Red
work I was starting to do.
Ryder.” I wasn’t sure how
It was around this time
that was much better; Red
that I met Paul Smedberg. Paul
Ryder was a long-forgotten
was doing the layout for a small
character from the “golden
literary magazine called Artful
age of radio” and old pulp
Dodge, created and edited by
magazines. But whatever,
Dan Bourne. Dan and I both had
as they say! I remember the
student jobs at the Lilly Library.
first issue, with its interesting
Paul was also the art director
abstract photo cover (a
of Peter’s new magazine, The
composition of circular lights
Ryder – in fact, Paul is the
and rays). It didn’t feature
creator of the distinctive Ryder
the familiar brushstroke
“R” (drawn by hand with brush
“R” – that came with the
Our February 1983 issue featured a back cover-cover / “It’s Back”
and ink on paper). My first layout
second issue. I remember, too,
by Mike Cagle.
gig was when I took over Artful
attending the first Ryder film,
Dodge from Paul.
not long after the magazine
Paul is the one who really showed me the ropes with regard
appeared. It was Rebel Without a Cause, shown at a bar called
to the practical aspects of putting together magazine layouts. And
the Time Out (later known as Jake’s, and by a number of other
back then, it was a very physical process that involved meticulous
names).
handicraft as well as thinking and creativity. How to cut up type
Back then, my main focus was on drawing pictures. I
knew little of type, graphic design, magazine layout, or related galleys and paste them down on layout boards? Why to use a pale
blue pencil or marker for drawing a grid and making corrections?
things. But I took some classes. I remember showing a poster
(The camera can’t see the blue lines and so, they won’t reproduce.)
I’d created for a local organization to Joe Godlewski, the
How to use Rubylith and Amberlith, how to size photos using a
professor teaching the Fundamental Studio art class. He was a
graphic designer, and noting that I had used hand lettering for proportion wheel, and on and on. Paul taught me most of these
things, or reminded me about the ones I already sort of knew (mainly
the poster, he asked why I didn’t consider using type. “Oh, I
don’t care as much for machine-made letters” was my innocent from that Journalism class), and sometimes showed me simpler and
better ways.
response.
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I learned the practical
aspects of putting
together magazine
layouts. Back then, it
was a very physical
process that involved
meticulous handicraft
as well as thinking
and creativity. How
to cut up type galleys
and paste them down
on layout boards?
Why to use a pale blue
pencil or marker for
drawing a grid and
making corrections?
(The camera can’t see
the blue lines and so,
they won’t reproduce.)
How to use Rubylith
and Amberlith, how
to size photos using a
proportion wheel, and
on and on.

Self-portrait
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Boy, those were the days!
No undo button. The type for a
story, at that time, was created
by a photographic process (this
had mostly replaced the older
metal-type letterpress printing
technology, and was soon
to be superceded by digital
publishing). The text came out
of the typesetting machine on
long strips of paper, smelling
of photographic fixative
chemistry (setting type on
that Compugraphic machine
is a whole ‘nother story – you
literally couldn’t see what you
were doing until you were
finished. Luckily, I usually
didn’t have to set type!) Once
you had the type and were
working on the layout, you
couldn’t just change the type
font, or size, or anything –
without getting the type re-set.
(Maybe you could delete a
letter, word or sentence, if you
were willing to try physically
cutting it out, and moving the
surrounding text into place.)
Using an X-Acto knife
(watch your fingers! – and don’t
accidentally slice the letters
up, either!), one trimmed the
type galleys into pieces that
could be affixed, using either
rubber cement or molten wax,
to layout boards. (Keep those
little scraps of paper in order!
Don’t lose any!) These boards
were made of cardstock
(heavy paper), and had the
magazine’s layout grid preprinted on them in that pale
non-photo blue. If possible,
you used a T-square and
triangle to keep everything
lined up and square. When
you wanted to add what
designers call “rules” (lines),
you could either use a special
“ruling pen” (a tricky and
sometimes messy instrument),
or Chartpak tape – transparent,
adhesive tape with the rules
printed on it, which you could
apply and trim with a knife
(and if you then wanted to
move it, good luck with that!).
In many ways, although
design had both intellectual

and artistic aspects, it was also definitely a hand craft, akin to
sewing or carpentry.
Once all the type and picture elements were in place (and
hopefully wouldn’t fall off in transit), the whole package was
ready to be photographed by the printer. (“Printer,” back then,
meant a person or business, not a machine.) From the resulting
negatives, the printing plates were made. Of course, first you had
to physically carry or mail the layouts to the printer. No such thing
as email!
At any rate, Paul Smedberg did the design and layout of the
first few issues of The Ryder, and then for some reason, I can’t
remember why, I was asked if I’d like to take over. And soon
after, a new editor came on board: Paul Sturm. Peter was still the
publisher, of course, but Paul Sturm would be selecting and editing
the articles. I must have been grumpy at my first meeting with
Paul, or maybe we disagreed about something. I still remember
him suddenly looking at me with a shocked expression and saying,
“you look like you want to shoot me!” I didn’t, of course, and in
fact we ended up getting along fine.
The beating heart of The Ryder base of operations was Peter’s
apartment/office in the Allen Building in downtown Bloomington.
In those years, the Allen Building (now a desirable, renovated
address) was a scruffy, somewhat grimy tenement-like affair. The
units (some were apartments and some were offices, artists’ studios,
or other places of business, and many were combinations) had no
hot water or bathrooms – those were down the hall. The windows
looked out across the alley onto the brick wall of the building next
door (that must still be true).
I remember Peter’s fridge, originally white, had been painted
all over in wide, bold Abstract Expressionist-like brushstrokes of
diverse bright colors. This really did sort of tie the room together, as
the saying goes – if only by diverting your attention from the rest
of the surroundings. Long strips of clipped-together typeset copy
hung from pins in a bulletin board near the door. The art director’s
office wasn’t any more upscale. I mostly worked at the kitchen
table, or the cramped desk in my ill-lit room, at the small house on
Mitchell Street I rented with several fellow-student friends.
Doing the design and layout for The Ryder was very good
practical experience and served me in good stead later. I learned
some things and practiced some skills (and met some people I still
know today). I don’t think I did particularly wonderful work. It
was generally okay. I engaged in a lot of trial-and-error. I was still
a beginner, I was in school, I was always rushed working on the
magazine, and the pay was awful. In fact, I’m not even sure if there
was any pay (maybe coupons for breakfast at the Uptown – which
is just what Peter says I’ll get for this article).
The predictable result: I did a competent, passable, sufficient
job, but nothing that would win any awards. Some later designers
of the Ryder, though, did do some really creative, visually striking
work – maybe even a bit too wild, from a readability standpoint.
Pedestrian layouts aside, I’m still very proud of some of
the illustrations I did for The Ryder back in the day. Especially
the cover of the Christmas 1980 issue, which showed Santa, his
sleigh and reindeer, landing in the middle of a snowy, quiet,
deserted Kirkwood Avenue, right in front of Nick’s, late at night
on Christmas Eve. I’m thinking of that snowy drawing – and of
Bloomington – now, as I compose this essay, snug in my apartment
during a big nighttime blizzard* in my current home of Kotzebue,
Alaska – thirty miles north of the Arctic Circle.
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Mike Cagle was a designer, illustrator, and
artist in Bloomington for many years. Then he
moved to Portland, Oregon to attend law school,
and now he’s working as an attorney in Arctic,
rural Alaska. He has an MFA in graphic design
from IU and a JD from Lewis & Clark Law School.
His illustrations appear occasionally in Bloom
magazine. You can see his 1980 portrait of Papa
Bear, originally drawn for a Ryder ad, reproduced
on the big circular sign outside the entrance to
Bear’s Place. (He’s still heartbroken about losing
his complete run of early Ryder issues, along
with his vast comics collection, his huge library
of books, and all his original artwork, including
the drawings mentioned here, when he lost track
of paying the rent on a storage unit. Don’t you do
that!)
Leon Varjian was an IU graduate student in
mathematics when not being a genius prankster.
He continued both vocations at the University of
Wisconsin, where he got a lot of media attention
when he oversaw the appearance of the Statue
of Liberty in Lake Mendota, right in front of the
Student Union. Leon gave up his prankster career
and became a beloved high-school math teacher
for many years in Wood-Ridge, New Jersey. Very
sadly, he unexpectedly passed away in 2015. He
was a smart, funny, creative, and kind-hearted guy.
Will Counts died in 2001. Last we heard,
Tim Hittle was working for Pixar. Dan Bourne
teaches English at the College of Wooster, in Ohio.
Paul Sturm is an administrator at Kent State
University, also in Ohio. Of Joe Godlewski we have
no word.
Paul Smedberg, Michael Redman, and Peter
LoPilato are still, of course, prominent citizens of
Bloomington.
The Air Pirates case is Walt Disney
Productions, Plaintiff-appellee, v. the Air
Pirates et al., Defendants-appellants, 581 F.2d
751 (9th Cir. 1978). You can find the court’s
decision on Google Scholar. Did O’Neill lose? Or
did he fight the Mouse to a draw? It depends how
you look at it. The case bounced through several
courts and eventually settled; Disney apparently
agreed not to try to collect the huge judgment it
had won, if the defendants would only promise
never to draw Disney characters again. A book
about the case and its place in the history of
copyright law is The Pirates and the Mouse:
Disney’s War Against the Counterculture, by
Bob Levin (Fantagraphics, 2003).
* This article was written in March, 2019. – Ed.
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in Bloomington
to 4th Street

in Greenwich Village

By Anthony
DeCurtis

4TH STREET

POSITIVELY

From Bleeker Street

[editor’s note: Anthony DeCurtis is a contributing editor for
Rolling Stone and a senior lecturer in the creative writing program
at the University of Pennsylvania. He is most recently the author of
Lou Reed: A Life. He wrote about Elvis Costello in the debut issue
of The Ryder.]

Only after coming to Bloomington did I realize how provincial
New York could be. To say I experienced culture shock when I got
there would be a vast understatement. My first year in Bloomington
was jarring to me in ways that now sound slightly deranged. I still
remember walking out of my first apartment on East Third Street
and being stunned by how much sky I could see. I felt so vulnerable.
When I arrived in Bloomington in August of 1974, I had
All those tall, seemingly impersonal buildings in New York had
never previously been west of New Jersey. I was a workingsomehow made me feel enclosed and protected, emotions I’d never
class Italian kid and have never traveled much at all. I grew up even realized I’d felt. The slower pace in Bloomington offered hints
in Manhattan – Greenwich Village, to be precise, on Bleecker
of comfort, but I couldn’t seem to bring my own crazy rhythms in
Street, to be even more precise. I’d graduated from Hunter
time with it. I suffered periods of real depression. The smell of mown
College in New York, and headed off to Bloomington to pursue grass, which I’d never experienced before and which suffused the
a PhD in English. John Hollander, a poet I’d studied with at
campus in the spring, became associated for years with feelings close
Hunter, had also gone to IU for grad school, a fact that was not to despair.
lost on me. One day in class he casually mentioned that he’d
Gradually, however, things improved, and ultimately I came
been a “New York hick” before coming to Bloomington. At
to feel that Bloomington was the place where I grew up. I loved the
first I thought he was just being clever, but I would soon learn
English Department and made friends I still have to this day. And
exactly what he meant.
the specific cultural pleasures of Bloomington became clearer to me.
Music, in particular, was accessible on
every level: Arena and theater shows at
I remember hanging with Patti Smith and Lenny
IU and club shows at the Bluebird. In
late 1978, through the help of a friend,
Kaye when the Patti Smith Group played at the
I became the pop music critic at what
was then called The Bloomington HeraldPoplars, a hotel on 6th Street, in the spring of
Telephone. That meant that I wrote a
weekly record review and did overnight
1976, just after Horses came out. I met Dexter
concert reviews. Given my taste at the
times, I wrote almost exclusively about
Gordon and the incredible Sun Ra when they played
punk and new wave in my reviews, a
fact that the paper generously chose
at the Bluebird. I saw Elvis Costello and the
to ignore. (Not too generously – I
Attractions do a torrid set at the IU Auditorium.
was paid $12.50 per review.) Through
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Street became something like a salon.
some combination of trust
At the end of the day, friends would
and indifference, I was given
come by to listen to music and talk.
incredible editorial freedom.
Sadly, that might be the last time I truly
I remember hanging with
felt part of a genuine community.
Patti Smith and Lenny Kaye
One thing I learned in
when the Patti Smith Group
Bloomington is the impact that one
played at the Poplars, a hotel
person can have on the place where he
on 6th Street, in the spring of
lives. I remember when Peter LoPilato
1976, just after Horses came
started The Ryder and how excited I
out. I met Dexter Gordon and
was to have the opportunity to write
the incredible Sun Ra when
for it. But it wasn’t just the publication
they played at the Bluebird.
itself. The film series Peter started,
I saw Elvis Costello and the
for example, provides so many great
Attractions do a torrid set at
opportunities for conversation and
the IU Auditorium, and saw
enrichment.
the Ramones incinerate a club
In college towns, it’s all too easy
in Indianapolis. (Patti Smith,
for people to become exclusively
who was playing somewhere
reliant on the school for their cultural
nearby, was in the audience
life. That’s understandable and
and leaped up to dance.) Bruce
appropriate, to a degree, but it’s best
Springsteen and the E Street
when cultural entrepreneurs of a
Band transformed my life at
certain intellect take advantage of the
the Indiana Convention Center
curious, adventurous, open-minded
in 1977. When Bruce played
Anthony DeCurtis /
audience that a university typically
there the following year, shortly
after the release of Darkness on
photo by Francesca DeCurtis provides to make their own impact. Too
often such gestures are taken for granted,
the Edge of Town, he brought out
but if no one had taken the steps to make
some local strippers for the “Tenth
Avenue Freeze-Out” encore. “I’d like to introduce some friends such independent contributions, the cultural life of the town – and, to
be honest, the university itself – would be diminished.
Clarence made this afternoon,” he said.
I’m proud to be able to claim The Ryder as one of the publications
I’d return to New York for holidays and bring back
that helped provide a start for me as a writer. I will always be grateful
records that seemed to be only available there and turn my
to Peter for giving me a chance – and so much more than that.
Bloomington friends on to them. My new apartment on 4th

Tim O’Brien, award-winning
author of The Things They Carried

“Remembering and Forgetting:
War, Children, and Art”
Tuesday, October 29, 7:00pm
Presidents Hall in Franklin Hall
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BLOOMINGTON IN THE 1980S
Ernest Hemingway had Paris in the 1920s. I had Bloomington
in the 1980s. Looking back, my experience feels nearly as mythical as Papa’s moveable feast.
The town was ground zero for my youth-quake. It was where I
became immersed in alternative culture and formed an all-female
punk band with the women who would become my closest friends.
For nearly a decade of my life, it was the place I called home.
It took me a bit of time to ﬁnd it. My ﬁrst two years of college
had been rocky. I bounced between two diﬀerent universities,
trying to ﬁnd myself and where I ﬁt in. Salvation ﬁrst came
in the form of music. In 1979, I heard the Sex Pistols’ ‘77 LP
“Never Mind the Bollocks, Here’s the Sex Pistols.” I had been
a music fanatic since I was a kid, but the sound and attitude of
that incendiary British band was unlike anything I had heard
before. I experienced a life-changing conversion. Punk rock

20

kicked open doors in my head I didn’t even know were there.
In short order I chopped oﬀ my long blonde hair and dyed it
a deep shade of magenta. I had played guitar since I was 12
years old, but now I got serious about playing electric guitar,
singing and songwriting. More than anything I wanted to start
a band with fellow comrades.
For my junior year, I headed back to Bloomington to do just that.
It was the autumn of 1980 and I was living in a distant dorm on
the edge of campus. I had little in common with some of the more
preppy students in their IZOD shirts and cowl neck sweaters. I was
determined to ﬁnd kindred spirits who shared my artistic interests.
Since it was a pre-cell phone and pre-internet era, I couldn’t
just seek out like-minded folks and music events with the click
of a mouse. During one of my walks, I came across a kiosk in
People’s Park. It was plastered with handmade Xeroxed posters
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Janas Hoyt Westcott (later of the Mary Janes and the Vulgar
Boatmen) and Glass Factory with Hilary McDaniels Douglas
(the choreographer and artistic director). Eventually Cyndi,
Emily Jackson, Jenny Davis and I found our musical home in
Sally’s Dream. Our close pal Angi Skidmore Nelson originally drummed for the Altered Boys, sporting a bleached-blond
mohawk and hammering away on a patched-up ﬂoor tom and
a metal industrial sink as her drum kit. She left the band as a
musician but stayed on as our defacto hairdresser and roadie.
There was a genuine chasm back then between alternative and
mainstream music. Cover bands playing Top 40 set-lists were
king at the local rock clubs, drawing their audience from the
campus’ frat and sorority crowd. We were in the avant-garde
camp that consisted of bands that wrote and played their own
original songs.

hawking everything from yoga lessons and antique stores to
announcements for book readings and band gigs. In this riot of
information I found a ﬂyer advertising a street dance featuring That night I dress
ed in my alt
-u
several local and regional punk bands, including headliners the day--black leathe
r
Beatles’ bo niform of the
s
tr
aight-legge
ots
Jetsons and the Zero Boys from Indianapolis.
from the ico d black jeans I’d m ; a pair of
That night I dressed in my alt-uniform of the day--black
ail-ordered
and Vaudev nic New York punk sh
leather Beatles’ boots; a pair of straight-legged black jeans
il
op T
le
; leather wri
Patti Smith
st cuffs; an rash
I’d mail-ordered from the iconic New York punk shop Trash
c
o
n
c
d
ert t-shirt fr
tour. I made
om her “Ea a
and Vaudeville; leather wrist cuﬀs; and a Patti Smith concert
m
y
w
ste
a
y across ca
Kirkwood h
mpus. Part r”
t-shirt from her “Easter” tour. I made my way across campus.
a
d
b
e
e
n
c
of
ordoned off
erected for
There was always something magical about crossing Indiana
all sorts of the street dance. Peo and a stage
Avenue into the town.
were boys punk gear began to gaple clad in
Part of Kirkwood was cordoned oﬀ and a stage had been
and mohawwith leather jackets, D ther. There
erected for the event. The sun went down and the streetlights
hair, antiqu ks. There were girls w oc Martens
e tea dress
came on. To my excitement and relief, people clad in all sorts
The bands w
es and Ked ith blue
s sneake
e
re
of punk gear began to gather. There were boys with leather
lo
ud, fast and
explosive e
filled with rs.
n
e
rg
jackets, Doc Martens and mohawks. There were girls with
y
.
W
e danced un
dropped, a
til w
hap
blue hair, antique tea dresses and Keds sneakers. People were tatt
ooed arms py sweaty undulating e nearly
a
sea of
nd spiked h
talking, laughing and dancing to the pre-show recorded
conversatio
air. I s
music. I struck up conversations with several young women.
The rapport ns with several youngtruck up
The rapport felt instant and easy, as if we were all far-ﬂung
were all far- felt instant and easy, women.
relatives of the same family come home at last.
come home flung relatives of the as if we
s
at last. I ha
The bands were loud, fast and ﬁlled with explosive energy. All
d found myame family
tribe.
of us in the crowd danced until we nearly dropped, a happy sweaty
undulating sea of tattooed arms and spiked hair. It was a raucous
The storyteller and hypnotherapist Nell Weatherwax once told me
and fun night. I became quick acquaintances with some of the people
that Bloomington is a great Petri dish for an artist, a place where
in the town’s homegrown punk scene. After the street dance I was
experimentation is encouraged and dreams are nurtured. I agree
invited to a keg party in a sprawling, ramshackle house rented by a
with her. Although Sally’s Dream moved to Boston in 1987, our old
handful of local artists and musicians.
Indiana stomping ground remained close to our hearts, the place
The place was dark, lit only by twinkling Christmas lights
where we ﬁrst learned to play live and hone our musical chops. Salstrung haphazardly across the walls. Every room and long
narrow hallway was packed wall to wall with punks. The thick, ly’s Dream always had supportive local audiences, friends and fans
who came to dance and cheer us on whenever we played.
hazy air smelled of tobacco, Dippity-do and marijuana. Voices
Brad Wilhelm was an enthusiastic booster and went on to
shouted above the loud music, a pulsating mix of the Pretendbecome
our manager for a time. First Lee Williams, then David
ers, X, the Clash and the Contortions. I had found my tribe.
Miller booked bands at the pioneering alternative music club
I met Cyndi Hammond Jenkins and we became fast friends and
Second Story (now the Serendipity Martini Bar) and both were
artistic partners. We eventually moved into a house with other musiearly champions of Sally’s Dream. Lee later moved to the rock
cians. Although I still loved the beautiful campus and attended classvenue Jake’s (which, after several club iterations since then, is
es there, the majority of my heart belonged to Bloomington itself.
now the Switchyard Brewing Company) and booked us there
With a handful of talented young women, Cyndi and I
as well. Between those two clubs we opened for a number of
played in a couple of all-female punk and rock bands in the
up-and-coming bands of the day – Romeo Void, 10,000 Maniacs
early 1980s, including our ﬁrst band the Altered Boys with
with Natalie Merchant, Fishbone, the BoDeans, Shriekback,
Adrian Belew & the Bears, the Smithereens and Green On Red.
PHOTO ON FACING PAGE: Sally’s Dream in the Second
We never turned down a gig. Sally’s Dream played the Bluebird and
Story dressing room in 1987 after their farewell gig at the
the all-ages venue Ricky’s Cantina. On campus we played Alumni Hall,
club just before the band moved to Boston. Left to right:
Assembly Hall and festivals in Dunn Meadow. We even performed ﬁve
Emily Jackson, Jenny Davis, Chrissie Dickinson, Cyndi Hamlong sets one night at the Moose Lodge (!), a gig booked by our friend
mond Jenkins. Photographer unknown
David Taggart. It was a genuinely oddball gig that drove nearly all the
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Lodge members from the venue but had our fans gyrating
madly on the dance ﬂoor.
The band bought an old step van, dubbed her
Stella and toured through the Midwest and into
the South. We played gigs at the Jockey Club, the
gloriously decrepit old dance palace in Newport,
Kentucky and the laundromat-bar Sudsy Malone’s
in Cincinnati. Other tours took us to Chicago,
Nashville and Atlanta. We hung out with the members of Velvet Elvis in Lexington, Kentucky. Mike
Mills of R.E.M. danced at our gig at the Uptown
Lounge in Athens, Georgia, and helped us load out
our equipment after the show.
It was an amazing time to be young women playing
in a rock band. We were seeing the country, crashing
on ﬂoors and having the time of our lives. There was
no freer feeling than to climb into the van with my
band-mates and hit the open road with our instruments, amps, coﬀee and cigarettes. Cyndi, Emily,
Jenny, Angi and I remain close to this day.
We loved being on the road and we also loved coming
back home to Bloomington. For the bulk of the ‘80s
I lived in the Allen Building on Kirkwood, just oﬀ the square.
Today it is a completely renovated building ﬁlled with upscale
apartments. Back then it was a diﬀerent place entirely. My rent for
a second-ﬂoor cold water ﬂat – bedroom, living room and kitchen
– was $125 a month.
All the tenants on each ﬂoor shared two bathrooms down the
hall and somehow made it work. WQAX (the spiritual ancestor
of WFHB) cablecast from the second ﬂoor. The Uptown Cafe
was downstairs on sidewalk level. The Ryder oﬃces overlooked Kirkwood on the top ﬂoor.
My apartment was a funky marvel. A previous tenant had
plastered the large kitchen wall with a beautiful selection of
New Yorker magazine covers, an ingenious form of wallpaper.
The vintage ﬂoor tile was a swirling 1950s ﬂoral design. Outside my bedroom window was the rooftop of the Trojan Horse,
so close I could smell the gyros.
My days were deﬁned by comforting and happy routines. Unbelievably, I didn’t own a phone. I didn’t need one. It seemed
that everything I could ever want in life was at my ﬁngertips. I
would walk downstairs, out the front door and cross the street
to the Book Corner. I’d buy my morning copy of the Chicago
Tribune and my daily pack of smokes. I’d grab breakfast and
coﬀee at the Uptown or Ladyman’s Cafe, or order lunch at the
Sweet Shop, with its wild vintage zebra tile ﬂoor.
I knew many of the waiters and shopkeepers on the block. I’d
chat with friends and acquaintances along every step of the way.
I bought vinyl 45s and import LPs at Duroc Records and Karma.
Life was simple, fulﬁlling and all within walking distance.
A couple afternoons a week I’d hit Jerry’s Happy Hour at the
Bluebird for cheap beer and fun conversation in the packed
nightclub. Jerry, the much-loved bartender who presided over
this weekday ritual, always played Judy Garland singing
“Over the Rainbow” from The Wizard of Oz to signal the end
of happy hour. Sometimes at night, I’d pop into the tony oldschool restaurant Sully’s on the square for a proper cocktail.
So many places deﬁned the era for me. I had drinks with professors at Nick’s English Hut, ate soft swirl at the Chocolate Moose,
got hammered on Long Island Iced Tea at Kilroy’s and drank bottomless cups of coﬀee at the Daily Grind and the Runcible Spoon.
A group of us went to see the Sid Vicious and Nancy Spungen
bio-pic Sid and Nancy at the Von Lee Theater (now the Potbelly
Sandwich Shop and Noodles And Company restaurants). We
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caught Prince’s tour de force Purple Rain at the Indiana Theatre
(now the Buskirk-Chumley Theater). David Lynch’s Blue Velvet
was one of many independent ﬁlms I saw at The Ryder Film Series at Bear’s Place, a tradition that continues to this day.
By day I worked as a waitress, cook, food prep and dishwasher at Le Petit Cafe, the fabulous little French restaurant. Back
then the railroad tracks were mere feet from the kitchen’s back
door. Several times a shift, the trains rumbling past shook the
wine glasses hanging in their racks. Today those tracks are
gone, replaced by the B-Line Trail, but Le Petit Cafe endures.
At night, I rehearsed with Sally’s Dream. Over the years we
had several diﬀerent rehearsal spaces, including a room on the
square right next to the oﬃce of the conservative political magazine the American Spectator. Back then, downtown Bloomington hadn’t been gentriﬁed yet and was a diﬀerent universe. A
hive of bohemian artists and musicians lived above the storefronts on the square. They rented tiny apartments above the
old Tovey shoe store and lived illegally in empty oﬃce spaces,
sneaking into the HPER building on campus to take showers.
When we weren’t playing at Second Story we were usually at
the club as audience members. Downstairs was Bullwinkle’s,
a gay bar that featured a dance ﬂoor and weekly drag shows.
My band-mates and friends spent countless nights going back
and forth between the ﬂoors of that building. Upstairs we saw
a number of terriﬁc Bloomington-based bands including the
Dancing Cigarettes, the Rosebloods and Arson Garden. We
caught a range of touring acts including the English punk band
GBH, folk-rock legend Richard Thompson and zydeco star
Queen Ida. Downstairs we’d dance on the ﬂashing disco ﬂoor
to a deejay spinning Soft Cell’s “Tainted Love” and “Girls Just
Want to Have Fun” by Cyndi Lauper.
One night after partying at Bullwinkle’s, I came home buzzed
on beer and music. It was winter and the snow had begun to fall.
I sat in the dark of my little boho apartment, looking out the bedroom window, watching the thick silent snowﬂakes falling gently
from the night sky. I sat there for hours, just gazing, contemplating this big earth and my amazing little place within it. Like so
many of my other memories of Bloomington in the 1980s, that
night remains in my soul, beautiful and frozen in time.

—END—
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Pizza | Pasta | Calzones | Sandwiches | Salads | Italian Chicken Dinners
Gluten-Free Menu | Beer & Wine | Dine In | Carryout | Delivery | Catering

Over 50
Gluten-Free
Menu Items

Now Available @ Bucceto’s

Gluten-free menu.
Vegetarian choices.
Vegan cheese & sausage.

We’ve got it all!
Don’t feel like going out? Call for delivery!
East 3rd next to Starbucks 812-331-1234 | West 3rd in front of Kroger 812-323-0123
Columbus in the Commons at Washington | 812-348-7600
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event h
• Beetlejuice Screening; Brown
County Playhouse; 4 & 7pm
• Karaoke w/Misﬁt Toy Karaoke;
The Back Door; 10pm
• Whisperer, Kyle Hamlett Uno,
Rodeola; The Blockhouse; 8pm
•

M O N D AY, O C T 2 1 S T

• Faye Webster w/Jenny O.; The
Bishop; 9pm
• Karaoke hosted by Dave Walter;
The Bishop; 11:59pm
• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place;
8pm
•

T U E S D AY, O C T 2 2 N D

• Spirit of the Beehive w/Kevin
Krauter; The Bishop; 9pm
• Bloomington Pub Quiz; Bear’s
Place; 5:30pm
• Blues Jam; Bear’s Place; 8pm
• BEAT Fall Show; BuskirkChumley Theater; 7:30pm
•
Sasheer Zamata; 11/1 & 11/2; The Comedy Attic; 8 & 10:30pm

TUESDAY, OCT 15TH

• Bloomington Pub Quiz; Bear’s
Place; 5:30pm
• All Songwriter’s Showcase;
Bear’s Place; 8pm
• Beneﬁt for Jimi w/Spaﬀord; The
Bluebird; 8pm
•

W E D N E S D AY, O C T 1 6 T H

• Rebel Girls Screening; Bear’s
Place; 8pm
• TROLL, Sweater Disco, Frozen
Turtle; The Bluebird; 9pm
• The Mersey Beatles; BuskirkChumley Theater; 7pm
• Anthropocene: The Human Epoch
Screening; Brown County
Playhouse; 6:30pm
• Envy’s Open Stage; The Back
Door; 11pm
•

T H U R S D AY, O C T 1 7 T H

• Jazz Fables; Bear’s Place; 5:30pm
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• Ms. White Light Screening;
Buskirk-Chumley Theater;
7:30pm
• The Slightly Haunted Puppet
Show; Brown County Playhouse;
1 & 3pm
• Jenn & Eric Acoustic; Brown
County Playhouse; 7:30pm
• Rave Against Racism; The Back
Door; 11pm
•

F R I D AY, O C T 1 8 T H

• Michelle Wolf; The Comedy
Attic; 8 & 10:30pm
• The Tillers w/Time Baker; The
Bishop; 9pm
• Vinyl Lounge w/DJ Kahler
Willits; The Bishop; 9pm
• Valley Wine and Spirit Band;
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Bear’s Place; 8pm
• Ms. White Light Screening;
Buskirk-Chumley Theater;
7:30pm
• The Slightly Haunted Puppet
Show; Brown County Playhouse;
1 & 3pm
• RESPECT—The Women of
Rock n Soul; Brown County
Playhouse; 7:30pm
•

S AT U R D AY, O C T 1 9 T H

• Michelle Wolf; The Comedy
Attic; 8 & 10:30pm
• Matt Harts’ The Obliterations
Book Release; The Bishop; 8pm
• The UkeTones; Bear’s Place; 7pm
• Side Hustle; The Bluebird; 9pm
• Ms. White Light Screening;
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 2pm
• The Brainwashing of My Dad
Screening; Buskirk-Chumley
Theater; 6pm
• The Slightly Haunted Puppet
Show; Brown County Playhouse;
1 & 3pm
• Rock & Roll Will Never Die;
Brown County Playhouse;
7:30pm
• Envy’s Freakshow Funhouse;
The Back Door; 11pm
• Home Media Preservation
Day: Free ﬁlm preservation
consultation w/IU archivists—
followed by screening of home
movies; Wylie House; 12-3pm
•

W E D N E S D AY, O C T 2 3 R D
• Comedy Show; Bear’s Place;
8pm
• BEAT Fall Show; BuskirkChumley Theater; 7:30pm
• Envy’s Open Stage; The Back
Door; 11pm
•

T H U R S D AY, O C T 24 T H

• Jordan Klepper; The Comedy
Attic; 8pm
• The Japanese House w/ Our
Girl; The Bishop; 9:30pm
• Jazz Fables; Bear’s Place; 5:30pm
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• The Main Squeeze; The Bluebird;
9pm
• Dennis James Hosts Halloween;
IU Auditorium; 7pm
• Jenn & Eric Acoustic; Brown
County Playhouse; 7:30pm
• Raeggaeton Latin Dance Night;
The Back Door; 10pm

• Flashback to Never; The
Blockhouse; 7pm
• John Davey, Kay Krull, Steve
Marino; The Blockhouse; 8pm
•

F R I D AY, O C T 2 5 T H

• Jordan Klepper; The Comedy
Attic; 8 & 10:30pm
• Vinyl Lounge w/DJ Rebecca
Fasman; The Bishop; 9pm
• Spare Change Band; Bear’s
Place; 7pm
• Rod Tuﬀcurls; The Bluebird;
9pm
• Bloomington Community Band:
Tunes from the Crypt; BuskirkChumley Theater; 5:30pm
• Scooby-Doo Stage Fright
Screening; Buskirk-Chumley
Theater; 7pm
• RESPECT—The Women of
Rock n Soul; Brown County
Playhouse; 7:30pm
• The Lilli Lewis Project; The
Blockhouse; 9pm
•

S AT U R D AY, O C T 2 6 T H

• Jordan Klepper; The Comedy
Attic; 8 & 10:30pm
• Hoosier Darling; Bear’s Place;
8pm
• Trampled by Turtles; The
Bluebird; 8pm
• Rocky Horror Picture Show
Screening; Buskirk-Chumley
Theater; 8pm & Midnight
• Halloween BKS Dance Night;
Serendipity; 8pm
• The King; Brown County
Playhouse; 7:30pm
• The Queer Cabaret:
Hallowqueen; The Back Door;
11pm
• ABC Gum, The Astounds, The
Katatonics; The Blockhouse;
9pm
•

The Japanese House w/ Our Girl; 10/24; The Bishop; 9:30pm

S U N D AY, O C T 2 0 T H

• Yoke Lore w/EXES; The Bishop;
8pm
• Ms. White Light Screening;
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 2 &
7:30pm
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S U N D AY, O C T 2 7 T H

• Ayokay w/Wingtip; The Bishop;
8pm
• The NY Cat Film Festival;
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 2pm
• Hocus Pocus Screening; BuskirkChumley Theater; 4:$5pm
• Bell, Book, and Candle Screening;
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 7pm
• Bob Dylan; IU Auditorium; 8pm
• Beetlejuice Screening; Brown
County Playhouse; 4 & 7pm
• Karaoke w/Misﬁt Toy Karaoke;
The Back Door; 10pm
• If/Then Release Show; The
Blockhouse; 9pm
• Civil Rights and Freedom w/Liz
Mitchell; Monroe County Public
Library; 3pm
•

M O N D AY, O C T 2 8 T H

• Karaoke hosted by Dave Walter;
The Bishop; 10pm
• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place;
8pm
•

T U E S D AY, O C T 2 9 T H

• Bloomington Pub Quiz; Bear’s
Place; 5:30pm
• Rhiannon Giddens w/Francesco
Tuttisi; Buskirk-Chumley
Theater; 8pm
• The Book of Mormon; IU
Auditorium; 7:30pm
•

W E D N E S D AY, O C T 3 0 T H

• Gryﬃn; The Bluebird; 9pm
• The Book of Mormon; IU
Auditorium; 7:30pm
• Rocky Horror Picture Show
Screening; Brown County
Playhouse; 7pm
• Jenn & Eric Acoustic; Brown
County Playhouse; 7:30pm
• The Rocky Horror Picture Show
Screening; Brown County
Playhouse; 10:30pm
• Envy’s Halloween Open Stage!;
The Back Door; 11pm
•

T H U R S D AY, O C T 3 1 S T

• Jazz Fables; Bear’s Place; 5:30pm
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• Dizgo & SoDown; The Bluebird;
9pm
• The Book of Mormon; IU
Auditorium; 7:30pm
• Kings of Creep; The Back Door;
11pm

F R I D AY, N O V 1 S T

• Sasheer Zamata; The Comedy
Attic; 8 & 10:30pm
• John Boyle; Bear’s Place; 6pm
• Hyryder; The Bluebird; 8pm
• The Book of Mormon; IU
Auditorium; 8pm
• Freefallin’—A Tribute to Tom
Petty; Brown County Playhouse;
7:30pm
•

S AT U R D AY, N O V 2 N D
October 2019

• Sasheer Zamata; The Comedy
Attic; 8 & 10:30pm
• Hairbangers Ball; The Bluebird;
9pm
• Va-Va-Va Vaudeville!; BuskirkChumley Theater; 2 & 8pm
• The Book of Mormon; IU
Auditorium; 8pm
• Jenn Cristy Live; Brown County
Playhouse; 7:30pm
• Lean Year w/Rodeola; The
Blockhouse; 8pm
•

S U N D AY, N O V 3 R D

• Mike and the Moonpies; The
Bluebird; 8pm
• Reel Rock Film Tour; BuskirkChumley Theater; 6pm
• The Book of Mormon; IU
Auditorium; 2 & 7pm
•

M O N D AY, N O V 4 T H

• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place;
8pm
•

T U E S D AY, N O V 5 T H

• Bloomington Pub Quiz; Bear’s
Place; 5:30pm
• Bloomington Songwriter
Showcase; Bear’s Place; 8pm
•

•
6TH

W E D N E S D AY, N O V

• Poetry Slam; The Bishop; 8:30pm
• Gregory Alan Isakov; BuskirkChumley Theater; 8pm
•

T H U R S D AY, N O V 7 T H

• Rory Scovel; The Comedy Attic;
8pm
• Jazz Fables; Bear’s Place; 5:30pm
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• Free HIV, Gonorrhea and
Chlamydia Testing; The Back
Door; 7pm
•

F R I D AY, N O V 8 T H

• Rory Scovel; The Comedy Attic;
8 & 10:30pm
• Skippy and the Comedy
Warrior; Bear’s Place; 6:30pm
• Saved by the 90s; The Bluebird;
9pm
• TEDx Indiana University:
Entropy; Buskirk-Chumley
Theater; 6pm
• The Birth of Rock n Roll; Brown
County Playhouse; 7:30pm
•

S AT U R D AY, N O V 9 T H

• Rory Scovel; The Comedy Attic;
8 & 10:30pm
• Jimmy Eat World; The Bluebird;
7pm
• The Power of Words w/
Margaret McMullan; BuskirkChumley Theater; 7pm
• The Power of Words Reception
w/Margaret McMullan;
Monroe County Public Library;
8:30pm; $50
• 70th Anniversary Celebration

Trampled by Turtles; 10/26; The Bluebird; 8pm

Concert; Brown County
Playhouse; 7:30pm
• String Quartet Parlor Concert;
Wylie House; 3pm
• Tenci; The Blockhouse; 9pm
•

S U N D AY, N O V 1 0 T H
•
M O N D AY, N O V 1 1 T H

• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place;
8pm
•
• Tuesday, Nov 12th
• Laura Stevenson w/Adult Mom;
The Bishop; 9pm
• Bloomington Pub Quiz; Bear’s
Place; 5:30pm
• Blues Jam; Bear’s Place; 8pm
• Vienna Boys Choir; BuskirkChumley Theater; 8pm
•

W E D N E S D AY, N O V 1 3 T H
•
T H U R S D AY, N O V 1 4 T H

• Jazz Fables; Bear’s Place; 5:30pm
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• Midnight North & Cris Jacobs
Band; The Bluebird; 8pm
• STOMP; IU Auditorium; 7:30pm
•

F R I D AY, N O V 1 5 T H

• Derailed and Thunderstruck;
The Bluebird; 9pm
• The Del McCoury Band;
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 8pm
•

S AT U R D AY, N O V 1 6 T H

• Spare Change Band; Bear’s
Place; 7pm
• Arts Start Up Seminar; BuskirkChumley Theater; 10:30am
• Another Round Winter Concert;
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 8pm
• Theresa Caputo Live!; IU
Auditorium; 7:30pm
• String Quartet Parlor Concert;
Wylie House; 3pm
• Amy O. Album Release; The
Blockhouse; 9pm
•

S U N D AY, N O V 1 7 T H

• Bl_ank; The Blockhouse; 8pm
•

M O N D AY, N O V 1 8 T H

• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place;
8pm
•

T U E S D AY, N O V 1 9 T H

• Bloomington Pub Quiz; Bear’s
Place; 5:30pm
• All Songwriters Showcase;
Bear’s Place; 8pm
•

W E D N E S D AY, N O V 2 0 T H
•
T H U R S D AY, N O V 2 1 S T

• Soﬁya Alexandra & Emma
Arnold; The Comedy Attic; 8pm
• Jazz Fables; Bear’s Place; 5:30pm
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• Houndmouth; The Bluebird;
8pm
•

F R I D AY, N O V 2 2 N D

• Soﬁya Alexandra & Emma
Arnold; The Comedy Attic; 8 &
10:30pm
• Carly Pearce; The Bluebird; 8pm
•

S AT U R D AY, N O V 2 3 R D

• Soﬁya Alexandra & Emma
Arnold; The Comedy Attic; 8 &
10:30pm
• The Children’s Nutcracker;
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 2 &
7pm
• String Quartet Parlor Concert;
Wylie House; 3pm
•

S U N D AY, N O V 24 T H
•
M O N D AY, N O V 2 5 T H

• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place;
8pm
•

T U E S D AY, N O V 2 6 T H

• Bloomington Pub Quiz; Bear’s
Place; 5:30pm
• Blues Jam; Bear’s Place; 8pm
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I wasn’t quite
there for The
Inception.
I got there
five years late
for that
By Tom Prasch
[editor’s note: Tom Prasch is chair of
the History Department at Washburn
University. He wrote for The Ryder from
1984 until … actually, he never stopped
writing for The Ryder. His most recent
piece on Brexit appeared in June. He has
published more words in this magazine
than anyone – this reﬂects both the number and scope of the articles he has sent
our way, as well as their length, many
of which hover between 4,000 and 5,000
words, after editing.]

Tom Prasch, circa the
Satanic Verses / photo
by William P. Smith
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But when I arrived in Bloomington to start a graduate program
in History in 1984, I was living in a basement room of a multiply
subdivided house on 4th and Atwater, shared kitchen and dormish
bath (only guys in the basement; there might have been women
upstairs, but I can’t remember ever going upstairs), it only ﬂooded when there was a lot of rain. My campus map—I was new, after all, no particular connections—was limited: Ballantine, where
the History oﬃces and English and Victorian Studies were all
nestled, along with most of my classrooms; the library up on 10th;
the music building on 3d Street, since their free concerts were my
principal entertainment. Downtown (before the ‘90s restaurant
boom transformed Kirkwood and 4th Street) seemed largely irrelevant to my life, unless there was a ﬁlm worth catching at the Von
Lee (still an actual movie house back then), which wasn’t often,
and I guess I spent some time at the coﬀee shop across the street
from it (what was its name? something punnish involving drips
or beans—ah, yes, the Daily Grind; it would be a few years before
I’d discover the Runcible Spoon and its wonderful bathtubs, or,
well, pretty much anything further toward the square). There was
the multiplex at the mall, but, carless, that was more of a stroll
than most mainstream movies ever seemed to be worth.
Which means I spent a lot of time at Bear’s Place. Pizza, and beer, and
movies, everything a college student needs. I was a movie guy, after
all, coming from a place (Lincoln, NE) that had a strong tradition of
screenings of foreign ﬁlms and indie cinema, and where the movies
shown for Film Studies classes could all be crashed by anyone who
knew the schedule. I needed my ﬁx. And so it was that I discovered the

er-Showers Park, the green space between Walnut and College just
north of 46). He was citing Foucault to someone, and I plunged in to
argue a diﬀerent reading of Foucault’s ideas on power. I would later
write about Darriau’s performance pieces for The Ryder, and pen the
intro for his retrospective catalog. I worked my way, coﬀee joint by
coﬀee joint, further up Kirkwood, discovered the Spoon, the Village
Deli, the Uptown. I found Second Story (probably because its ads
were in every issue of The Ryder), which became a main site for less
classical music nights. Lea Ann Alexander, the History Department’s
secretary, turned me on to the Bloomington Film Society, which ran
classics down at Monroe Public Library. I was soon on their board,
and occasionally penning the page-long handouts that accompanied
their screenings. (I recall talking them into screening Richard Lester’s
Bed Sitting Room, and writing a blurb for the ﬁlm that I thought was
hilarious, and then watching someone come in for the ﬁlm, read
what I had to say about it, and then leave before the movie began.
I’m still not quite sure how to take that.)
My ﬁrst Ryder piece came four years after I got to town, in February 1988 (Number 88). I still have my yellowing copy. I’d just
done a conference paper on Oliver Stone’s Platoon, which I ﬁddled
into an article on Vietnam cinema (still mostly Platoon). How did
I deliver it? Typescript, probably, or maybe a ﬂoppy disk. I notice
the journal quaintly instructs, “Submissions should be mailed,”
but I’m pretty sure I didn’t do that. I think I just dropped it oﬀ at
the oﬃces, 104 ½ Kirkwood at the time, upstairs from the Uptown. The magazine was black and white in those days, mostly; I
notice they managed red ink for pull-quotes from my piece, and
for the ad for Withnail and I, that month’s
new feature, on the back cover.
A box in the corner on page
31 suggests something of
the magazine’s reach at the
time, promising: “13,000
copies of the next issue of
The Ryder,” with a phone
number to “reserve advertising space.” The inside
cover lists Peter LoPilato
as editor/publisher, D. Self
and Deneise Hueston as
“Type & Design Editors,”
and Jon Hale (who also
wrote a piece on Robbie
Robertson’s new music) as
“Contributing Editor.” It
was a pretty small crew.
The ﬁrst non-ﬁlm piece I
ever oﬀered came a year or
so later (Issue 96, July ’89),
and was also the longest
piece of mine Peter ever ran:
my meditations on the controversy over Salman Rushdie’s The Satanic Verses. I’d been
in London doing dissertation research
for most of the previous year, and over the course of that year
Rushdie published the novel and was forced into hiding. It still
sort of amazes me that this long piece found a place in the magazine at all. My essay ran 14 pages (as I recall, Peter cut it down by
about half); the whole issue (including front and back covers) was
36. The magazine was still mostly black and white that year, but
with touches of color: some yellow, a bit of pink-aspiring-to-red,
mostly in the ads.
By the time I left Bloomington, in 1997, much of that had
changed. The restaurants had arrived, Snow Lion perhaps in the
lead. Peter was running the magazine from a little box of a building in the middle of a parking lot across from the downtown post
oﬃce. Color had come to its pages in a big way, sometime in the
early 1990s. But it’s origin stories we’re talking about here, so the
rest of that can wait for some other anniversary.

The longest piece of mine ever ran in The
Ryder: my meditations on the controversy over
Salman Rushdie’s The Satanic Verses. I’d been in
London doing dissertation research for most of
the previous year, and over the course of that
year Rushdie published the novel and was forced
into hiding. It still sort of amazes me that this
long piece found a place in the magazine at all.
Ryder Film Series, played out in Bear’s back room on a screen up against
the back wall (supplemented by pinned-up sheets when widescreen
was needed, if I recall, like when they did Abel Gance’s Napoleon, or was
it for Clouzot’s Picasso documentary?, or maybe I’m making that part
up). Real reels back in the day, projector set up near the back center, and
a reel change part of the schedule, valuable when you’re drinking beer
during movies, allowing for a pit stop and a chance to reorder. Seems
like Peter was always running it all himself back then, but he must have
had some help, mustn’t he have? Foreign ﬁlms, independents, a handful
of classics. Everything I needed.
Eventually, I got more acculturated to the Bloomington scene, actually met some other people. It was at Bear’s, coming out of some ﬁlm
or other, that I ﬁrst met sculptor Jean-Paul Darriau (his public art still
graces Bloomington: “The Space Between: Adam and Eve” in Dunn
Woods, and the larger-scale “Red, Blond, Black, and Olive” in Mill-
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WATCHCAT’S

The Dancing Cigarettes, 1980.

From left, Don Trubey, Emily Bonus, Jaclyn Oddi,
Michael Gitlin, John Terrill, Tim Noe.
The Cigs were a locally and regionally active band from
1979 through 1983.Notably, they closed for
William Burroughs at the Bluebird in March 1981.
PHOTO BY CHARLES SILVER

MEMOIR

PHOTO BY DENEISE SELF
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A memory ramble down
analog days now long gone

By K.D. Self
[editor’s note: K.D. Self was an integral part of Bloomington’s
downtown music and arts scene in the 1980s and wrote about it in
The Ryder. She…
In the Now, as I write this, Van Morrison croons goneby days. I traverse shadows, contemplate my true self, revive
the past. What was I doing in Spring 1979 when the first
issue of The Ryder published as a free art/film/music mag?
During The Ryder’s initial 1980s decade, what was happening
in Bloomington’s burgeoning scene; how was I involved (and
with whom)?
Though I am native Bloomingtonian, in 1979, when Peter
LoPilato first published, we had not met. I was living out of
town, finishing a photography degree, residing in Cincinnati.
But my then-partner John Terrill played in the pivotal Dancing
Cigarettes; music called us home. Back in Bloomington,
I gathered with artsy old friends—the cheeky Cigs, Jim
Andrews, Garbo, Jim Hurd, Donna Fay Reeves—intelligent
creatives. Sparked by a love for designed poetry (rarely a
paying gig), I next intersected with a quirky bunch of collage
makers, wordsmiths, and typographers who inspired me
toward graphic design and phototypesetting (not yet personal
computers but getting there). Such good folk deeply affected
my life. Typesetting, I found James Campbell, Rick Heinsohn,
Esther and Steve Millen, Paul Sturm, Jeannette Brown, and
Paul Smedberg. Wordsmithing, I met Sue Havlish and Mark
Robinson.
Through the former, I probably first encountered Peter
LoPilato. By the early 1980s, The Ryder was being shaped at
¾ Design (above the old White Rabbit, on Indiana Avenue),
where Terrill, Smedberg, Sturm, Brian Wilcox, and Steve
Thrasher graphically experimented. In July 1982, my first
Ryder cover was published (depicting Cyn Hammond, Chrissie
Dickinson, and Donna Fay Reeves). By the mid-1980s, I became
a regular Ryder arts columnist (and, a bit later, redesigned the
magazine). None of this work paid—benefits were experiential.
I wrote about politics and culture, interviewed my choice
of artists, gave coverage to shows I found intriguing. More
valuable than the writing practice, I was blessed to befriend
other art enthusiasts.
Throughout the 1980s, I barely survived financially
(paid rent by setting type) but created poetic art, produced
a few ER nights, played with other artists, and helped raise
my son. I consider all art poetry and have always created,
although rarely “sold.” Not my standard, but to be considered
a successful artist, one must usually sell. Money aside, for me,
choosing art is choosing life. Back in the day, when we were
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Crew of old Uptown Café (near the Bluebird), the
day after an April 1980 fire forced Michael Cassady
(middle, standing) to move. Inside both the old and
new Uptown Café, artists shared life.

young, some local folks had ‘make-it-big’ dreams; others (like
myself) were born to create, so, regardless of material reward, we
just “made.” Despite ongoing economic issues, in the pre-digital
1980s/early 1990s, a thriving creative community emerged in
Bloomington. Theatre, music, poetry, visual, and craft artists shared
talents, supported shows, and were able to find audiences for
outsider reflections. From 1979 forward, The Ryder was an essential
analog means for promoting creative gatherings.
Marketing and creativity require different, not always
confluent skills. Without digital means, art, theatre, and music
marketing in the 1980s happened only via phototypeset print
posters, cable TV and radio, word-of-mouth, and print media (the
H-T and The Ryder primarily). Viable personal computers, a usable
internet, Facebook, smart phones, and community radio WFHB did not
exist in the 1980s. Despite being mostly analog bound, despite it
being a Republican decade (Reagan, George H.W. Bush), often
despite individual impoverishment, from 1979 through the early
1990s, Bloomington was home to a rich community of artists who
reflected the irreverant, the beautiful, the dangerous—promoted in
large part by The Ryder.
Today, artists and organizers usually post event information
online. During the 1980s, besides Ryder reviews and listings,
organizers occasionally also obtained print media coverage from
the Herald-Times. Digital multimedia did not exist. However,
by the late 1970s, Don Smith at BCAT/Monroe County Public
Library encouraged patrons to use (1”, B&W) portable videotape
machines and, by the mid-1980s, Michael White and MCPL crews
were videotaping and cable broadcasting community art and
political events. Cable radio WQAX also was somewhat accessible
as medium for shout outs about upcoming shows or social
concerns. Thankfully, in 1993, community radio station WFHB
opened wavelengths by providing FM airspace for art and social
conversations. Brian Kearney, Jeffrey Morris, Emily Jackson, many
others pushed WFHB into existence. Jim Manion was a fellow
doula, and he assumed the station’s music director role. From the
outset through today, WFHB gave listeners opportunities to hear
music of all genres; today, the station also provides event listings
and global news. In 2019, who can imagine Bloomington without
WFHB? But, in the 1980s first Ryder decade, community radio was
only a dream.
Amazingly, artists also then communicated face-on-face
(texting did not exist). We actually talked in person about life,
politics, events, creative work. Downtown spaces were vital—
these were our information superhighways. At the old (then new)
Uptown, artistic impulses flowed. Lots of musicians and art makers
lived in cold-water flats in the Allen Building (above the ‘new’
Uptown), where The Ryder had an office. By 1987, the independent
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Top third: (somewhat l. to r.) Trisha Bracken, Tom
Roznowski, Tom Gallagher, Cynthia Brubaker, Jim Hurd
[ds], Sally Heiney, Mark Bingham, Linda Manus, Andy
Cobine, Kirk Ross, Frankie Camaro, Bob Sloan, Ransom
Haile, the Dynamics, Ian Brewer (standing), Orie Stith,
Rex Miller, Tom Donohue, Marcos Cavalcante, Arson
Garden, Marc Haggarty, Walking Ruins, Tom Moeller,
Sally’s Dream, Liz French, Angie Skidmore, Dancing
Cigarettes [ds], the Gizmos, Craig Brenner, David
Miller’s Ut Haus and Jazz Fables, Sharlee Davis &
Will Devitt, Karen Billings & Pete Sutherland, Stuart &
Cathi Norton, Malcolm Dalglish, Lawrence Lazare, Jan
Henshaw, Carrie Newcomer, Geri Cowell, Amy Roche,
Lara Lynn Weaver, Kevin MacDowell, Kathleen Mills,
Scott Southwick; (from left again) Bob Lucas, Ron
Kadish, Christy Davis, Paula Worley, DavAnne Parry,
Lee Nading, Steve Volan, Rob Eder, Dale Enochs, Doug
Kruithof, Ian Brewer, Joanne Shank, Tim Hittle, Hugh
Heinsohn, Tom Hastings, Chet Chmielewski, Gary Glynn
[ds], Ron Dye, James Campbell, Chuck Rogers, Sue
Havlish, Mark Robinson, Mojo Hand, Jeff Mease, Jane
Henderson, Billy Nightshade, New Delta Cats, Holly
Silver, Trailside Killers, Gretchen, Freda/Jake/ Dale &
Mysteries of Life, John Strohm, Eloid Ruiz, Phil Traicoff,
Tim Hommey, Christy Paxson & Bart Everson, the Wild
Raccoons.
Middle third: Danielle Urschell, Jaclyn Oddi [ds],
Michael White, Tom Hastings, Gini Patrick, Jane Reeves
[ds], John Terrill [ds], Dale Staton, Dale Lawrence,
David Baas, Lisa Sorg, Brad Loudenbach, Garbo [ds],
Betsy Stirratt, Jeannette Brown Smedberg, Roscoe
Medlock, Steve Gardner, David Wierhake, Jim Andrews,
Janet Summers, Steve Cook, Diane Kondrat, Terri Loyal,
Kevin Loyal, John Barge, David Ebbinghouse, Suzanne
Halvorsen [ds], Suzette Weakley, Sarah Flint, Patricia
Cole.
Bottom third: Burhan Elturan, John Woodcock,
Janiece Jaffe, Janas Hoyt, Bob Rugh, Sharrel Boike,
Beth Hamlin, Janet Yedes, Sue Kennedy, Deneise Self,
Janis Berzins & Brian Friedman, Darren Haggarty,
Patti Powell, Dennis Meckler, Michael van Vooren, Gail
Kincaid, Jim Poyser, Lee Williams, Brad Wilhelm, Todd
Carter, David Miller, Heather Floyd, Dan Willems, Bill
Zink, Jim Manion, Michael Cassady, Paul Smedberg,
Bill Craig, Strats, Steve Mascari, John Vitello, Joel
Washington, Gordon Bonham, Mark Beebe, Susan
Kornblum, Jeanne Smith,; (back to bottom middle) Bill
Weaver, Donna Fay Reeves [ds], Steve Criscolo, Jim
Eberly, Cyn Hammond [ds], Peter LoPilato, Paul Sturm,
Nell Weatherwax, Eric Rensberger, Brian Kearney, Joyce
Bird, Bill D’Amico, Jim & Carrol Krause, Frank Reiter,
Doug Graham, Marco Powell, Sulaiman Zai, Mike
Whybark, Chrissie Dickinson [ds], Michael Redman
[ds], Matt Uhlman, Joe LaMantia, Roxanne Rogers,
Eileen Rice, Janis Starcs, Jana Ana, Steve Millen &
Esther Millen.
Attributions: Most pics are vintage; those marked [ds]
are photos I shot; if unattributed, apologies, I do not have
info; some pics are from public domain, some scanned from
old Ryder/Voice/H-Ts; photo of Tom Roznowski by Mark
Robinson; photos of Jim Poyser and Michael White by David
Sutton; photos of Linda Manus, Andy Cobine, Bob Sloan, Brad
Loudenbach & Jim Andrews by Bob Rugh; photo of Bob Rugh
by Alda Trabucci; photo of Susan Kornblum by Maria Mamala;
painting of Eric Rensberger by Lisa Nilsson; photo of Craig
Brenner by Michael Redman; photo of Gail Kincaid, Rob Eder
& Steve Gardner by Susan Kornblum. Thanks especially to
Bob Rugh, David Ebbinghouse, Susan Kornblum, Toby Barnett,
James Combs, Donna Fay Reeves, Jim Poyser, and John Terrill
for helpful contributions.
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Above: This subjective memory collage includes only a few of the art enthusiasts who formed community in Bloomington from the
late-1970s through the mid-1990s; my cultural influencers were musicians, artists, promoters, and avid audience members. Jim Andrews’
image size does indicate his aesthetic inspiration, but mostly image sizes are arbitrary, based on fit. If you are not pictured, both memory
and subjective collage are fallible; perhaps I could not find your photo. Should there be interest, I could start a web page collection of
different folks’ memory collages.
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Bellevue Gallery was located there (exhibits at the Bellevue
showed the visual brilliance of Brad Loudenbach, Michael
van Vooren, Jim Andrews, Bob Rugh, and Mark Beebe, among
others). In downtown alleyways, or at the Bellevue, you
could also consider David Ebbinghouse’s thoughtful outsider
installations. In the 1980s, I personally benefited from cheap
downtown rent and had many deep heartfelts with fellow art
enthusiasts within sacred, funky Allen Building hallways.
In the 1980s and early 1990s, musicians and artists could
almost invest in individual creative work because we were
young (or students) and because rent was low-cost in the
near-downtown area. Yet then, as now, artists often had to
leave town to survive. Nevertheless, the cultural myth that
artists choose starvation needs debunking. Today, given that
city officials seem inclined to brand Bloomington as an arts
community, more could be done to generate grant provisions
and creative space for nonacademic, nontraditional creative
work. Bloomington should have affordable cohousing for young
with senior artists, including creative community play/work/
performance spaces. Such might provide sustenance for multigenerational, long-term arts development to help stop the
outflow of artists who cannot stay.
Although every
Bloomington art lover who
remembers the 1980s and
The 1980s was a
early 1990s will have their
collectively fertile time;
own stories, peeps, and
there was a closeness
stars, we probably agree:
Art, theatre, music, dance,
among artists, a vitality.
and poetics then thrived.
I organized a few projects
JIM ANDREWS
(mostly music and visual
art), but this scene was the
result of inventive efforts by multitudes. Artists creatively fed
each other (facing poverty, also, sometimes, dinner). Despite
the limitation of analog promotion, we successfully worked
together to market shows. We grew a lively cross-genre arts
community, led by some cool folk who today remain my
personal art heroes.
Who rocked my analog-days art world? First, from early
Ryder years forward, the person who particularly strikes
me as contributing mightily to the Bloomington arts scene
(past and present) is music impresario Lee Williams. Lee was
always smart, wry, and zealous. He wasn’t a maker though he
keenly loved music, so he carved a promotional niche. This
began around 1980, after Jim Manion first opened doors by
putting trance dances into Second Story. At that seminal club,
Lee Williams booked experimental music. (Second Story was
located above Bullwinkles’ gay bar; the room now houses
Serendipity Martini Lounge.)
Lee and Jim’s fledgling work proved culturally vital.
But, Lee did not stay at Second Story. By about 1983, Williams
moved up Walnut to Jake’s. There, until around 1994,
Lee Williams regularly astounded audiences by staging
phenomenal regional, national, and international acts. Back
down College Avenue, when Lee left Second Story, David
Miller took a leap beyond his jazz roots, picked up Lee’s lead,
took big risks, and ran the club (still experimentally). At the
end of the 1980s, Miller began his legendary Thursday Jazz
Fables shows at Bear’s Place. (When David left Second Story
in 1990ish, I began to book the room.) Both David Miller and
I brought great acts to Second Story, but no one could match
Lee Williams’ knack for hosting mind-blowing entertainment.
His iconic Jake’s shows are too numerous to name—each
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elder enthusiast will have his or her own fave—but, among other
exhilarating performances, I swooned to see Tracy Chapman and
K.D. Lang at Jake’s nightclub.
Was Lee content? No, he had a wider vision. By 1994, Williams
diverted his prowess toward founding the Lotus World Music &
Arts Festival. Lotus seems Lee’s primary legacy, since the festival
is now an institutional cornerstone of Bloomington’s self-identity
as a multicultural art community. I am incredibly grateful for
Lee Williams’ presence in my life and our town. Besides staging
hundreds of kick-ass Second Story, Jake’s, and Lotus shows, Lee
paved the way for and consulted with other promoters—David
Miller, me, Brad Wilhelm, and the invincible Lisa Sorg. A strong,
intelligent woman, Lisa managed bands (including Arson Garden)
in the 1980s and 1990s and was influential as manager of Rhino’s
(an all-ages venue sponsored by Harmony School). In the 1990s,
she wrote for and edited the Bloomington Independent. Jim Manion,
Lisa Sorg, Brad Wilhelm (who booked Rhino’s for decades), and
David Miller are among my local music promoter heroes. But
Lee Williams outshines us all. For nearly forty years, Lee has
been an inspiration, a bringer of cultural joy, a great blessing for
Bloomington audiences.
In this, The Ryder’s 40th anniversary year, I am also truly
grateful young Peter LoPilato took a wacky 1979 chance and began
publishing his magazine and hosting Ryder films (over 2,000!). In
the mag’s 1980s first decade, Peter published outsider work like
Mike Cagle’s line drawing covers; experimental collages by Paul
Smedberg, John Terrill, and Brian Wilcox; original sketches by
Roxanne Rogers; political commentary by leftist intellectuals like
Steve Millen; and my own art and music profiles. The Ryder also
published provocative reviews (including Michael Redman’s movie
and Jim Manion’s music critiques).
Personally, whether as columnist, booking agent, or audience
member, in its formative years (from the 1980s through the 1990s),
I used The Ryder to both promote and select entertainment. Early
on, I danced to the Dancing Cigarettes, then fell into Sally’s 1980s
Dream—was broken by the Walking Ruins, got the New Delta
Cats or Gordon Bonham blues, raged with the Texans, and was
funkified by the Dynamics, Johnny Socko, Mojo Hand and the Wild
Raccoons. I listened thoughtfully to Malcolm Dalglish or Sulaiman
Zai, was entranced by the Octave Doctors, and rocked out with:
Arson Garden; Frankie Camaro; John Strohm. I was stopped in my
tracks by the Trailside Killers while pondering Plastic Cheeses, the
Vulgar Boatmen, and many Mysteries of Life.
Early in the 1990s, I stopped writing for The Ryder. Instead, I
focused on running Second Story and began writing “Watchcat”
cultural columns for the Bloomington Voice. However, The Ryder
continued to publish Second Story listings. In that analog era, I
needed all the help I could get. Without WFHB or the internet, I
marketed to diverse audiences. In a single month at early 1990s
Second Story, I booked Irish drovers, alternative rock, blues,
or funk bands; Al Cobine’s jazz big band; Marcos Cavalcante’s
Latin ensemble; or, occasionally, the beautiful Carrie Newcomer.
Bloomington had a fantastic singer/songwriter scene (including
folks like Bob Lucas, Sharlee Davis & Will Devitt, Jan Henshaw,
and the still stunning Cathi Norton). However, the constant
bass beat from Bullwinkles’ disco downstairs made soft sound
events upstairs less viable. That pulse did not affect rockers or
experimental groups—music by smart folk like Bill Zink, Heather
Floyd, and Dan Willems; or, rowdy nights with the cool kids from
Carmel—including Todd Carter, John Dehner, and Phil Eskew.
Of course, during the 1980s into the 1990s, original music
events at Second Story, Rhino’s, Jake’s, Bear’s Place, and the
Bluebird were not the only shows in town. Theatre performance
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and writing groups evolved. Currently located downtown, the Bloomington
Playwrights Project (BPP), a ‘theatre devoted to new plays,’ was founded in 1979;
some participants from early BPP days include Jim Poyser, Nell Weatherwax,
Garbo, David Christman, Kevin Holladay, and Ron Dye. In 1988, ‘saved’ by Nell
Weatherwax, Diane Kondrat birthed Oasis Productions with a focus on “small
cast shows with great roles for women”—a commitment she accomplished with
characteristic genius.
Looking back, I am astonished at the number of art spaces and institutions—
BPP, Oasis, Second Story, Jake’s, Rhino’s, Jazz Fables at Bear’s Place, By Hand
Gallery, Windfall Dancers, John Waldron Arts Center, Bellevue Gallery, WFHB, the
Tibetan Cultural Center, and, eventually, the Lotus World Music & Arts Festival—
all these were birthed or developed from the late 1970s through the 1980s. Even
the cover-band oriented Bluebird hosted great national acts, Live from Bloomington
shows, and Tom Roznowski’s Back Porch events. (Not yet a venue, the BuskirkChumley was donated in 1995.)
Creative events staged by such 1980s institutions were at least sideways
promoted by Ryder columns. Plus, Peter supported occasional oddball endeavors.
From the early 1980s into the 1990s, a random mix of associates—Terrill, Weaver,
me, Manion, Sturm, Smedberg, Roznowski, Dale Staton, Eric Rensberger, John
Barge, others—constructed and participated in various multimedia happenings
such as 33 Steps, Back Porch, ER, and Snowy Nights. We put combinations of music,
video, dance, theatre, and poetry on stage in single (blowout) evenings. ER nights
were multimedia extravaganzas first organized by Bill Weaver and the cooperative
Visionaires in 1981; then, from 1985 through 1995, Jim Manion and I coproduced
them, mostly at Second Story. Participants included many already-mentioned
outsider artists, alongside experimentalists like Pulitzer poet Yusef Komunyakaa; IU
Ethnomusicologist Daniel Stern (who Monkey Puzzled); and Oscar-nominated Tim
Hittle, who showed his early stop-motion films.
By the mid-1990s, I stopped running Second Story. For a few years, I continued
to write for the Bloomington Independent but, mostly, I began a retreat from
community arts engagement. Last year, Danielle Urschell (then of the Void) asked
when are we going to ‘do’ another ER night. I laughed: My time for such has passed.
Nevertheless, today, solicitation for, booking of, and marketing similar events would
be—digitally—comparatively easy. Yet, without a large space like Second Story,
finding venue seems problematic (smaller venues now exist in the same Fourth
and College area, but these do not seem conducive). Besides, in today’s digitally
streamed world, do oldster and youngster Bloomington artists want to multimedia
gather in person?
Since The Ryder’s 1980s first decade, the world has revolutionized. By the mid1990s, Bloomington musicians, artists, writers, and publishers were using PCs and
turning digital. Around then, one local lover of the arts—founder of Bluemarble
Steve Volan—generously set some of us up with free email accounts. I remember
thinking how astounding it felt to send “Watchcat” columns to the Bloomington Voice
via email. Today, I (mostly) love participating in the digital verse, but I also cherish
analog gone-by days. I recall with loving kindness old friendships, philosophical
discourses, exciting music, great dance nights (Janet Summers with Jim Poyser,
spinning!), and exquisitely beautiful (often provocative) art shared.
In our current troubled political era, I live my joy by spending precious
moments with family and friends, try for grace, and continue to create visual and
verbal poetics. In early 2017, I returned to occasional arts writing for The Ryder
(motivated by need to reflect kind light beyond Trump’s shadows). In the present
moment, ‘it feels good to be alive,’ as Van Morrison allows. Now, I raise my glass,
and I raise it high. Thank you, oh you many art heroes of old—those named, those
not. How lovely were our long ago, analog days. Forty years on, I feel truly grateful.

You’re in good hands.
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1000 N Walnut St #A Bloomington

a089829@allstate.com
Premium based on rounded state average. Actual premium will vary based on amount of
insurance purhased and other factors. Insurance subject to availability, qualifications and
policy terms. Allstate Insurance Company and Allstate Indemnity Company. Northbrook
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Find K.D. Self at (or send memory collages to): deneiseself@gmail.com; see band history
info at: http://www.musicalfamilytree.com/; please accept this elder’s apologies for any
memory lapse.
In the pre-digital 1980s, Bloomington was home to a rich community of artists
who reflected the irreverant, the beautiful, the dangerous—promoted in large part
by The Ryder.
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FOREVER CHANGES
By Lisa Sorg

ARSON GARDEN: EVERYONE WHO
HEARS THEIR MUSIC IS BETTER FOR IT.
[editor’s note: Lisa Sorg lived in Bloomington from 1983 to 2001. She began her
journalism career at The Ryder, where she wrote about music from 1993 to 1995. She
now works as an environmental investigative reporter for NC Policy Watch.]
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It’s the ﬁrst day of spring in 2001, and Dennis and I wake up on
the living room ﬂoor. The movers have taken the bed, the furniture, the pots and the pans, the steel guitars, the thousands of
records and cassettes and CDs, the pictures oﬀ the walls.
The decision to leave Bloomington is not one made lightly.
Between us, Dennis and I have amassed 63 years’ of living here.
He resents going — he’ll never let me forget it — but he loves me,
and I, him.
By this morning all the goodbyes have been said: to countless
musicians, friends, family, our next-door neighbor, Luzetta.
Ishmael, a stray cat who had scampered into the house during a
January snow storm, recently died of old age. We buried him at
sunrise on a hill near Lake Griﬀy.
So now there is nothing left to do but go. From our house on
Euclid Street, we drive by Rose Hill Cemetery, where a couple
of years ago, high winds toppled the pines, leaving the owls
homeless. We pass Hinkle’s, one of Dennis’s favorite hamburger
haunts, past the old site of a derelict Subway on Adams Street,
where in the late ’80s a bunch of us misﬁts — including most of
the members of the noise band Belgian Waﬄes! — spent the summer slinging greasy meatball sandwiches and salads topped with
fake crabmeat.
Dennis and I are headed west and then south until we hit Texas
— San Antonio — where my new job awaits. I ﬁlm our departure
and silently compare leaving town to digging up two old-growth
trees, hauling them rootball and all, to another climate, another
culture, and replanting them with no assurance they will make it.
*****
Dec. 30, 2000, the Gizmos reunion at Second Story. This is the
Bloomington I fell in love with: A packed dance ﬂoor, the scent of
sweat and skin and drink, the replenishment of the soul until two,
three in the morning. David Miller scuttling around, head bowed,
rubbing his red beard, surveying the crowd, doing the math in his
head. Sometimes, like tonight, the bar and the band make money.
More often, though, the crowds are slim. Ten people times a
three-dollar cover equals thirty dollars. Enough for a room at the
Motel 6 or a tank of gas, but not both.
The Gizmos break into “Muﬀ Divin’ in Wilkie South.” I always
laugh when they play that song. I lived at the girls’ dorm Willkie
North for two years, but I didn’t know a single muﬀ diver — or a
muﬀ divee.

burn excess testosterone by beating on a junkyard truck with a
sledgehammer.
About ﬁve years ago, Billboard Magazine featured Bloomington
on its cover and asked if our music scene would become the next
Seattle. Now everyone’s talking about “getting signed.” Yeah,
well, I’ve seen how that’s a fool’s errand. I wish the writer had
gone to Mars instead.
*****
“What are the things that under towers of emotion lie? What are
the things?”
Since Under Towers was released in 1990 I’ve heard Arson Garden play this song at least 500 times. But there’s something about
its rhythmic ferocity, which collapses under the weight of a tender
chorus, well, I lose my breath every time.
On this night, I’m standing by the side of the stage at Second Story, nearly crying and watching. Watching the band hold nothing
back. Watching people ﬂail and dance and lose their minds.
Jesus Christ, Under Towers is so brilliant, so beautiful, this
record deserves to be played on every radio station in America. I
want Arson Garden to be stars. Not necessarily for the money, but
because everyone who hears their music is better for it.
Well, perhaps not everyone. Glowing press and solid touring,
including a stint in Europe, where the band records for the John
Peel sessions at the BBC, fail to impress a West Coast rep for
William Morris, a renowned booking agency. She takes a pass,
scuttles a deal.
Wisteria, the band’s second album, is equally gorgeous, but gets
few takers. A guy from Indianapolis named Jeﬀ has started a
record company. It turns out the venture is just something to keep
his wife, Cindy, occupied.
For the record release party at Jake’s, Cindy, who is “vice president,” hires a limousine for the big night. Bloomington doesn’t do
limousines. Arson Garden doesn’t do limousines. I walk up to the
club just as Cindy disembarks from the limousine. She’s wearing
a leopard-print catsuit.
We are hopeful that the third record, The Belle Stomp, will be
the breakthrough album. A man who works for Atlantic Records
is starting is own company and signs the band. But the label’s
investor, a guy from Brooklyn who runs a garbage company, is
late paying the
bills, including
one due to John
Mellencamp’s
studio, where the
band recorded the
album.
It’s March 1994,
and I’m sitting in
an otherwise empty Italian restaurant in Brooklyn
with the label president, the investor, and the manager of another
band named Dieselmeat. The investor claims — I believe, falsely— that he’s called Mellencamp’s studio to work out a payment
but has heard nothing.
“Ya know what I do when people dohn’t cawhl me back?” the
heavy-lidded investor, with a neck like a ﬁre hydrant, says. “I
choke’em.”
The label president calls a private car service. A black Mercedes
pulls up and whisks me away.
Four of the ﬁve band members have day jobs. I hold down sev-

I earn 13 dollars an hour as a crossing guard at
Kirkwood and Maple. It's good money, and the
city keeps me on even after a kid jaywalks
and gets hit by a pickup truck. I watch his
tennis shoes fly in the air. He lives.
Tonight at home, a persistent ringing in my ears keeps me
awake. I think about how the last half of the ‘90s have been rough.
The Bloomington Independent, where I’m the editor, is in hospice,
its owner a perpetrator of ﬁnancial mismanagement — or worse.
Arson Garden, whom I managed for seven years, has broken up
and split town. The Rosebloods, the other musical love of my life,
disbanded years ago. Second Story is, as usual, on the rocks, but
it’s demise seems more certain. Jake’s, where I saw life-changing shows by the Buzzcocks and Pere Ubu, is now Mars. A new
promoter makes bands pay to play, and between sets frat boys
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which plays oldies like “Come Go With Me” by the Del-Vikings.
As my shift ends near sunrise, the AM signal begins to fade.
*****
“You’re listening to WFHB, 91.3 FM, in Bloomington, Indiana.
It’s 11 o’clock, and this is Pop Doormat.”
I’ve been doing this Tuesday night show for nine years, and
every time it begins the same way: with the theme song, “Pop
Doormat,” by the Dancing Cigarettes. I was too late to town to
catch the Cigs, but the legend of the band, which included future
Roseblood John Terrill, has been passed down as oral history —
ancient wisdom that should never be forgotten.
Bloomington has had other non-commercial radio stations. I’ve
done my time at both of them, playing my favorite songs for a
handful of people devoted enough to conﬁgure their stereos to
pick up a faint signal.
On campus, WIUS could be heard only in the dorms on 620 AM
on carrier current, which means the signal was transmitted via
electrical conductor or through phone lines. But its record library
was enormous, and when I saw it for the ﬁrst time, I couldn’t
believe all that music existed, and I had access to it every bit of it.
WQAX was on Cable FM, and you had to connect your stereo
with a splitter to your TV. The station’s reputation outsized its listenership, mostly because it hosted raucous street dances, musical
melees that sustained us through sluggish Indiana summers.
Back in the ‘80s, the WQAX studio on the south side of the
Square — it faced the enormous courthouse clock — was at the
epicenter of underground, home to artists and musicians and
other eccentrics. Then the Square was gentriﬁed and all the artists
were kicked out. WQAX now is an aerobics studio.
I loved being a DJ at those ﬂedgling stations, but WFHB is
real. People don’t need a physics degree to rig up their stereos
to get a signal. All they have to do is turn it on. So for three
hours every week, I play what’s known as “alternative music,”
but that is merely lazy shorthand for listenable, catchy, smart
songs, some of them by local bands, that commercial radio is
too hidebound to play.
I know Peter LoPilato of The Ryder tunes in. He stopped by
CD Exchange the other afternoon and asked if I could write for
his magazine about the type of music I feature on my show. I
don’t know if I can, but I say yes anyway. Maybe it will turn
into something.

eral. Besides working at CD Exchange, I earn 13 dollars an hour
as a crossing guard at Kirkwood and Maple. It’s good money, and
the city keeps me on even after a kid jaywalks and gets hit by a
pickup truck. I watch his tennis shoes ﬂy in the air. He lives.
I also deliver donuts for Red Chair Bakery, working early mornings, 3:30 to 7:30. The job is a cinch: Load trays of pastries into the
company van and run the route. First to a small grocery in Ellettsville. I reach through a screen and grab a screwdriver that opens
the back door. The store is pitch-black except for the produce section. When back lit, the lettuce looks like a row of human heads.
I deliver to the RCA plant. Every morning a woman wearing a
hairnet sits at a table reading her Bible under bleary ﬂuorescent
lights. Every morning workers heat the griddles and ramp up the
fryers, leaving behind contrails of grease.
Near the end of my route is a truck stop. One morning a woman
who is trying on sunglasses peers into the mirror, and says, “I
look like shit.” No one disagrees.
Besides the fact I have no supervision, the best part of the donut
job is the radio. It has only the AM band, and gets only one station,
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****
It’s 1983. I’m 18 years old, fresh oﬀ a Greyhound bus carrying a
small navy suitcase made of vinyl. I don’t know where Indiana
University is, but I head east from Tenth and Walnut streets. I’ve
never ﬂown on a plane, never lived in a town with a stoplight,
never drunk good beer, never been to a nightclub, never danced
to live music, never had sex.
I hope I have found a place where anything is possible. Soon I
decide to make Bloomington my home. Every new experience is
freighted with meaning, and I catalog them all in my mind.
I will walk every street, every alley. I will seek pleasure. I will
love this city. I will love its people. I will live here forever.
[editor’s note: Lisa and Dennis lasted ﬁve and a half years in
Texas, before moving to Durham, North Carolina. She now works
as an environmental investigative reporter for NC Policy Watch.
Her husband, Bloomington native and musician Dennis Scoville,
died in 2017.]
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[editor’s note: Paul Sturm was the editor of this magazine from
1980-85. Today he is the executive director of Kent State University’s
Corporate Relations. Paul has continued to contribute essays on
a wide range of topics to this day. His annual be-all-and-end-all
previews of the Lotus World Music Festival are among our most
anticipated articles of the year.]

I fall in love whenever we
meet; I’m asking you what
you know about these things.
– WHITNEY HOUSTON, “HOW WILL I KNOW?”
I can’t think of Bloomington without thinking about The
Ryder. For many us, the two are wound and bound together
like the guts of a major league baseball.
It’s about cultural importance and quality of life; the
sharing of ideas and having access to new experiences. After
40 years of magazine issues and movie offerings, The Ryder
hasn’t lost any of its vibrancy, variety, or necessity, and in
many ways has only improved with the expansion into film
series partnerships with the IU Cinema, the Buskirk-Chumley
Theater, City of B’ton Parks & Recreation, and other local
entities. But while I appreciate The Ryder’s dedication to
screening old and new cinematic gems for our enjoyment, it’s
The Ryder-as-magazine that first piqued my interest and to
which I return again and again.
Like the young Forrest Gump showing Elvis
Presley how to dance—walking legs astride, hips
shaking—to “Hound Dog”, there are myths and tall
tales – compelling, seductive, and innumerable – about
Bloomington’s bohemian ascendancy, within which The
Ryder was a keystone presence. As is often so, the actual
specifics exceed imaginative whimsy.
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Bloomington in the mid-1970s to mid-1980s hosted a dynamic,
eruptive creative community chock-full of arts entrepreneurs. The
Contemporary Sounds Co-op began performing in 1976, the same
year the Indiana Review was founded and The Gizmos first played.
In 1977, the RKO Radio Poets began ‘pop-up’ public appearances,
selling ‘fresh’ original poems for 50¢. Windfall Dancers launched in
1978. The Bloomington Playwrights Project launched in 1979, the
same year Emily Bogard opened Studio Space for the Performing
Arts, and Paul Smedberg began publishing Event Horizon to track
local shows & events. 1979 was also the year Douglas Hofstadter
published his brain-bending masterpiece, Gödel, Escher, Bach: An
Eternal Golden Braid, and when the Dancing Cigarettes first played.
Jim Manion’s “Full Moon Trance Dance” epic ‘happening’ was March
1, 1980. IU’s first Arts Administration Symposium was in 1981,
featuring keynote speaker and IU alum, Joseph Golden, who had
published Olympus on Main Street in 1980. The local arts were alive.
Minds were on fire.
It was the perfect time for The Bloomington Free Ryder. And
“free” was an important part of its appeal. Thirty years before Chris
Anderson wrote his WIRED Magazine essay on why ‘free’ is the
future of business, long before the existence of Google, Facebook,
Twitter, Pandora, smartphone apps, and so many free &
‘freemium’ businesses, The Ryder positioned itself as a
magazine for all – just like Chicago’s Reader
and other great freebie ‘zines. Forty
years later, The Ryder is still
AN
GM
free…the people’s
OUN
Y
A
mag.
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T
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A
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Somebody tellin’ me the latest
scandals; somebody steppin’
on my plastic sandals; too
late, too late to stay home
and sit around.
– JOE JACKSON, “BABY STICK AROUND”
The Ryder logo was the tractor beam that pulled me
inexorably to the magazine, but it was Peter LoPilato –
founder, publisher, film curator, vision-keeper, and softball
coach – who drew me in as a contributor and recruited me as
managing editor.
I willingly jumped right into The Ryder’s production pool
after that inaugural 1979 issue, finding Peter in his apartment
on the 2nd floor of the Allen Building, that one-time ‘Chelsea
Hotel’ of Bloomington that counted among its clan members
of the Dancing Cigarettes, future WFHB station manager Brian
Kearney, and alternative radio station WQAX.
As personalities go, Peter’s quiet reserve was a polar
opposite to my demonstrative exuberance, but we shared a
similar proclivity for dry humor and journalistic provocation.
It was a great match. So from 1979 into the mid-80s, I helped
shape the fledgling magazine’s raison d’être with vim and
verve.
The magazine’s early issues were the results of classic
old-school pre-digital media production. Writing was done
without the aid of computers, word-processors, and retrievable
data files. Copy was typed or hand-written, and collected
in paper originals. A conscientious editor, I often made
photocopies of original documents before scribbling red-ink
edits all over the text, allowing for a resurrection of the source
manuscript should I have misgivings about the occasional
severity of my changes.
Wrangling writers for The Ryder in the early 1980s was
a face-to-face endeavor that required hours of pounding
the pavement and serendipitous encounters. This was long
before the era of publicly-available communications tech. Life

was pre-Internet, pre-email, pre-mobile phone. The only way to
discuss article ideas and coax completed deliverables from writers
was through in-person meetings, phone conversations, and earnest
messages left on phone answering machines.
I was never a fan of ‘hanging out’ or making casual conversation,
so my writer recruitment efforts were generally direct and intentional.
After I identified a prospective writer, I would dog them down
at work, on campus, in coffee shops, or on the street. Any place
where I thought I could find them awake and catch them unawares,
preferably sober, and in a situation where creative chit-chat might be
a welcome interruption.
I employed many methods of ‘planned collision.’ Back then, it
was surprisingly easy to enter the dishroom and kitchen of most local
eateries, and many great B-town talents earned their wages in food
service, so a favorite method of connecting with unsuspecting writers
was to walk briskly into the back area of a restaurant and tell the
person I wanted them to write a piece on this or that for an upcoming
issue…when and where could we meet?...preferably within 12-24
hours…and then I’d bust a swift move out of there. By the time
we got together, the writer’s creativity was piqued and they were
emotionally primed for approving at least an initial trial effort. Done
and done.
I enjoyed meeting writers over frugally-priced meals at the old
Uptown Café (then at 222 N. Walnut), the old Hour House (at 401 S.
Woodlawn, now a Subway), and the old Pagliai’s Pizza (Walnut Street
on the square), which offered a weekly all-you-can-eat spaghetti night
for some insanely affordable price.
Sometimes I’d arrange for impromptu ‘new idea gatherings’
with writers (and composers) at The Gables building (114 S. Indiana)
in both its Gables Restaurant and Garcia’s Pizza incarnations. I had
friends on their respective staffs who would let me bring in cassette
tapes of new music by Steve Reich, Philip Glass, Terry Riley, and
other modern composers and they’d play them through the main
sound system during slow-business afternoons, while my compadres
and I would listen, talk story ideas, and slow-drink sodas in red
plastic cups. It was a magnificent context, seeking inspiration and
innovation in the long shadow of Hoagy Carmichael…feeling linked
to Bloomington’s creative past while forging its future.
I had consistent success just running into people on Kirkwood
Avenue or Sixth Street in the stretch between Rogers and Indiana,
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so sometimes I’d wander that spirited rectangle, waiting
to see what kismet would provide. This was not at all
surprising, since early-1980s Bloomington was a time when
dozens of artists lived in the upstairs cold-water flats of the
Allen Building, in the buildings surrounding the courthouse
square, and in the low-rent residential spaces extending
out from downtown like tenement tendrils jetting in every
direction. That stretch of town also included popular business
sites like the Runcible Spoon, Bloomingfoods Coop (then its
only location), the long-gone Earth Kitchen and Howard’s
Bookstore, and more.
At the time, I was performing and presenting new music
concerts in downtown spaces like the old Windfall Dance
Studio (101 W. Kirkwood, upstairs) and visual artist Rick
Hohimer’s huge painted-silk production studio in what
is now the Fountain Square Ballroom. Those events were
great opportunities for meeting prospective writers who
would introduce themselves to me, pitching article ideas and
sometimes bringing manuscripts to review.
And the old Second Story nightclub – initially managed
by the amazing Lee Williams (of Lotus Festival renown), then
by David Miller and Deneise Self – was a reliable venue for
frequent gathering and hobnobbing with our hipster town’s
most progressive young minds.

Did we miss anything? Did we
miss anything?
– R.E.M., “CATAPULT”
Those were inventive and productive years. On- and
off-campus Bloomington sported a burgeoning city-wide
amalgamation of idea hounds and articulate disciples of
numerous post-modern, post-punk, new-age, and altperspective credos. New thinking for a new time. And The
Ryder was the preeminent vehicle for boxing it up and putting
it all out there in print.
Article topics seemed as plentiful and immediate as
oxygen. Peter always had a stack of submissions for me to
pour through, but more often I gravitated toward inviting
writers willing to spin their thoughts and dig for original
concepts, steering them in directions that were timely. Some
days I’d visit large lecture classes on campus, listening for
student comments and interaction. I especially enjoyed the
film studies classes of Professor Harry Geduld, delightfully
enjoyable in their own right and a reliable source of
precociously verbal students.
Ryder issues were filled with reviews of local arts
performances (dance, theater, music), album reviews, lengthy
film critiques, feature stories about local artists who deserved
better public exposure, interviews, poetry and short stories,
song lyrics, and full-page comics by various local talents
including Mike Cagle, Mark Beebe, and Tim Hittle. My fave
format was the essay, and our town had talented essayists in
abundance. There were essays on forefront trends in arts and
aesthetics (literary deconstruction, postmodern architecture),
and essays that utilized the writing structures of John Cage.
In short, it was your typical culture magazine hodgepodge; a creative commons in print. Stylistically, the writing
ranged from aridly thoughtful to presumptive and emphatic
(not unlike the shouted ebullience of a Ken Russell film).
Sometimes the insights were sublime. Occasionally we let
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slip through an ill-defined notion that more closely resembled postliterate potted meat. Most of the time our content fell in that ocean
of interesting in-between-ness. Through it all, the one hoped-for
constant was to offer ideas that were new, provocative, and maybe
inspirational to anyone who might skim through an issue.

Pretty words don’t mean much
anymore.
– ELVIS COSTELLO, “PRETTY WORDS”
As the calendar turned from 1980 into 1981 and President Reagan
entered the White House, Bloomington’s bohemian enclave hit a
high-octane, even urgent, stride.
The ER Night performance series premiered on April 23, 1981,
featuring music, literary readings, performance art, and video art
– all mashed into single-night experiences. Later, avant-influencer,
Bill Weaver, cloned that series format into the parallel Snowy Night
performance series (all shows videotaped and available through
CATS). Turnstyle began its School of Other Music concerts, while
Jim Manion, Kirk Ross, and Hugh “Rick” Heinsohn launched the
Sirius Music label via two cassette releases brimming with localartist alternative sounds. All of these activities were given their
“15-column-inches
of fame” in The Ryder
After I identified a
alongside weightier
fare (Zen, Herzog,
prospective writer, I would
accordions…).
dog them down at work, on
On campus,
campus,
in coffee shops, or
individual students and
on the street. Any place
student organizations
were increasingly crossing
where I thought I could
Indiana Avenue to mix
find them awake and catch
with IU-expats, and also to
them
unawares, preferably
bring the sounds of town
onto campus. The annual
sober, and in a situation
Culture Shock event
where creative chitbegan booking alternative
chat might be a welcome
bands and experimental
interruption. I employed
performance acts that
frequented Second
many methods of ‘planned
Story, and writers like
collision.’ Back then, it was
Tom Hastings, Michael
surprisingly easy to enter
Martone, Eric Rensberger,
the dishroom and kitchen
and Michelle Emily Walker
filled in the margins
of most local eateries,
with frequent sidewalk
and many great B-town
card tables for “instant
talents earned their wages
poetry” and guerilla-art
literary readings offered to
in food service, so a favorite
passersby.
method of connecting with
“Picnic at the Great
unsuspecting
writers was to
Wall” happened in 1981
walk briskly into the back
– a 3-day interactive
multi-room environment
area of a restaurant and
installation in one of the
tell the person I wanted
old IU quonset huts used
them to write a piece on
for MFA sculpture studios.
this or that for an upcoming
That town+campus event
featured visual art by
issue…when and where could
3 grad sculptors, live
we meet?...preferably within
performance by Windfall

12-24 hours…and then I’d
bust a swift move out
of
RYDER
there. Done and done.

Dancers and Contemporary Sounds
Co-op, new music from 2 in-town
composers, and an oversized ‘collectible
art’ program with typographic art
by Paul Smedberg, text by Turnstyle,
and collage art by John Terrill, Brian
Livingston-Wilcox, Betsy Stirratt, and
others.
Also in 1981, Steve Thrasher
and Brian Livingston-Wilcox began
‘revealing’ their wall-sized minimalist
artworks all around campus, and
introduced their “Li’l Books” series of
collage+text art mini-books, all produced
using a Xerox 8200 photocopier. Steve
and Brian were brought into The Ryder
staff as designers of a new, edgier look,
and their issues often ripped asunder the
story layout and normal expectations of
magazine graphic design.
The magazine was always
‘readable’ – that was important. But as
THE COVER OF OUR DECEMBER,
our community, and our country, quickly
1984 ISSUE OF FEATURED A MIKE
grew restless and fidgety for narratives
that ran contrary to business-centric
CAGLE ILLUSTRATION. NOTE THE
QUAINT HEADLINE FOR THE STORY deregulation and trickle-down economics,
it was predictable that our artists and
ON PAGE 19.
academics alike had more and more to
say about alternate perspectives; and this
longing for a different sociopolitical blueprint found its way into the ideas and actions
of B-town’s wordsmiths. More new thoughts deserving The Ryder’s public forum.

Was it good for you? Was I what you
wanted me to be?
– PRINCE, “CONTROVERSY”
Eventually I stepped away from managing editor duties, focusing more time on
composing and performing, and to play my role in supporting and raising a family. I
continued writing for the magazine, as I do to this day, and Peter has graciously kept
me listed among his contributing editors.
I never paused to canvass readers for feedback, or to ascertain whether the
Sturmian Ryder editions were striking a resonant chord of interest and satisfaction.
Across the whole trajectory of those early years, it always felt more like I was merely
skimming the highlights and standouts of an extraordinary communal cauldron of
personalities, insights, opinions, and aspirations expressed in words and images. I
never thought of it as journalism, nor as literature. It was, is, and always will be
simply The Ryder – an ever-changing print-media portrait of our town; an endeavor
as varied, informative, memorable, and distinctly Bloomington as anything one could
name.
May it ever be so. Given our current alt-right ideopolitik, The Ryder remains as
important as ever. Forty years after its launch, the magazine continues to present
and reflect the creative fire, curiosity, undiminished spirit, and unwavering optimism
of its writers: our Bloomington artists and residents. In 2019 America, we need that
platform and opportunity for sharing our collective voice and vision: ideas as big as
the horizon; words unencumbered and forthright; actions as bold as our dreams.
I can’t imagine a world without Bloomington, and I can’t think of Bloomington
without thinking about The Ryder.
Happy 40th birthday! Here’s to the next 40.
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ON THE ROAD
TO TERRE HAUTE
(AND PERDITION)

By Jason Vest

[Editor’s note: Jason Vest’s coverage of local and national crime, politics and culture were staples of Bloomington and Indianapolis media –
particularly The Ryder - in the early ‘90s. After gigs at home and abroad
with The Washington Post, US News & World Report, The Village
Voice, ABC News, Government Executive, The Nation, Mother Jones,
Salon, The Scotsman, the Boston Phoenix, The American Prospect, In
These Times and even MaximumRocknRoll. In 2007 Vest fell into delightfully villainous anti-corporate company and spent the next twelve
years working as an intelligence operative for various unions, NGOs,
and white-hat private eye ﬁrms. Jarred out of both PI-burnout torpor
and longtime literary complacency by The Ryder’s 40th Anniversary
invitation, Vest is on track to start publishing a new California history-oriented quarterly from his funky Golden State surf-town redoubt
next year; with this issue he also rejoins The Ryder, as the magazine’s
West Coast Correspondent.]

UNDISCLOSED LOCATION, CALIFORNIA COAST
I should have known.
Just as I was settling into another day of my purposeful-embrace-of-downwardly-mobile, Rockford-like existence – waiting for the
phone to ring with whatever arcane investigative task whichever of
the now private-equity owned private investigative ﬁrms I ostensibly
do work for – there it was, Out of the Past, manifest as an email.
The Long Arm of LoPilato.
We’re doing a 40th Anniversary Issue, the note read. You can write
about anything you want.
I scowled. Setting aside the fact I’d written virtually nothing for
publication anywhere in well over a decade, it had been a long time
since Peter and I had done this particular dance. Even though I knew
no amount of practicing the old steps was going to get me anywhere,
I steeled myself for negotiations with the only editor I’ve ever known
who could rival Victor Navasky for the appellation of “wily and parsimonious.
Of course it ended like it always had in the old days. Fee: To be paid in
Irish Lion gift certiﬁcates. A trip back behind the Persimmon Curtain
is still a long ways oﬀ. But as far as markers go, not a bad one to have
to call in.
What to write about…? Old Allen Building memories? Sentimental
recollections of the post-movie coﬀee and dessert dates Peter and I
enjoyed for years? Maybe something about Bob Knight, including the
time he literally wiped the ﬂoor with Dick Vitale on the Blue Chips set?
Unexpected encounters at the Uptown Café with the likes of Noam
Chomsky and Ernesto Cardinal, to name but a few folk heroes visiting
Bloomington? Perhaps the time The Ryder pissed oﬀ legendary Washington Post editor Ben Bradlee by breaking the news of his impending
retirement before he announced it? Or when we were ﬁrst out of the
gate with the account of the real story that inspired the movie Philadelphia, only to have one of my Post colleagues rip it oﬀ without giving
us any credit for the scoop? (Bradlee was gone by then, but I suppose
there was some cosmic balancing there.)
All potentially good options, to be sure. But from the ﬁrst discussion,
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Hitch couldn’t have been happier: Booze
and radical tunes, across from a comrade.

HITCHENS AND VEST:

lurking in the conversational ether, it was there, and we knew what it
was going to be. It was fated. Inevitable. But even in the face of destiny, my reluctance was great.
All I’ve ever wanted to do is get fairly paid to dig into stuﬀ and write
about it. Period. No talking head business on radio or TV for me (and
that plus social media now). But among those who have lived for
the camera lights, did I have a friend, mentor and colleague who did
everything like that with amazing erudition, wit and style? I did. In
the wake of his death, I had demurred on disgorging anything from
eighteen years’ worth of anecdotes, conversations and considerations
of our multifaceted friendship, publicly or privately - in part because
at the time private eye work had been necessarily oﬀ-radar, and in part
because I was simply too depressed to start pecking at the keys.
But as there’s something special about 40 – and as two days of my
personal history from almost 25 years ago is also a piece of Ryder,
Bloomington and Indiana University history as well – what the hell.
So…
…though there are many better stories from this canon, we shall
proceed forthwith to consider a week in April of 1995, in which my
late friend Christopher Hitchens and I spent a surreal morning in Terre
Haute, ﬁrst touring ﬁrst the US Government’s new death shack at the
Federal pokey, later Eugene Debs’ house, and in between narrowly
escaping violence in a gnarly dive. Then later, in Bloomington, on Indiana University property, and
under the aegis of The Ryder
Film Series – we presided
over the North American
premiere of a little documentary ﬁlm called Hell’s Angel
that did not have nice things
to say about a certain Nobel
Peace Prize-winning nun.
All the while, of course, we
ate, drank and conversed
with comradely bonhomie all
along the way, trailing pint
bottles and glasses, whisky
tumblers and empty Rothman’s packs, in our wake.
“I was just thinking, Vest,
I’ve never actually been to
Indiana, and I was thinking
it might be fun to stop oﬀ en
route to the Left Coast to see
the legendary land of Debs
and Dreiser and you in your
Bloomington milieu, and of
course make it a write-oﬀ by
doing a lecture or getting a
column out of it. I’m scheduled to go out to California in

The Missionary Position was now
in bookstores, and many at IU simply
couldn’t process the dark facts of
Mama T’s rabid and mercenary side.
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a few months; up for a visit?”
The call came early in 1995, a little over a year
after we’d met. I’d been freelancing from Indiana
for the Washington Post since 1991, and earlier that
year had ﬁnished my ﬁrst internship in Washington for the Post. It had gone well enough that
they send me back to Indiana with a charter to, as
one editor put it, keep ﬁnding “interesting stories
from ﬂyover.”
It was a skeleton staﬀ at 1150 15th St NW
Thanksgiving week of 1993, and mid-afternoon
on November 24th - the day before Thanksgiving
- I was contemplating heading out myself to join
family for the national day of gluttony when my
normally-unﬂappable editor Rich Leiby appeared
before me, with the kind of eﬀervescent energy
that roils oﬀ any hack presented with a great story.
“The National Press Club just called; they didn’t
say why he’s here, but for some reason, Salman
Rushdie’s in town and he’s having a press conference in an hour,” he said. “Go. Now.”
The author of The Satanic Verses had ﬁguratively
parachuted into town for a secret meeting with
then-National Security Advisor Tony Lake about
the Clinton Administration newly-drafted Iran
policy, and how it would aﬀect Rushdie’s plight.
Much to Rushdie’s pleasant surprise, Bill Clinton
himself decided to join the meeting - and gave
Rushdie leave to share that fact with the world,
buttressed by an on-record White House statement of support for Rushdie.
When Rushdie took the stage at the Press Club,
he did so with a handful of friends and colleagues.
Keen as I was to be covering Rushdie, I suspect I
was the only person there to be more excited when
I saw that among the ﬁgures traipsing out onto the
platform was Christopher Hitchens.
I’d ﬁrst seen Christopher on Firing Line in 1984,
when, much to the amusement of my politically
precocious twelve-year-self, he deftly took the
piss out of another noted Bloomingtonian, the
American Spectator’s R. Emmett Tyrell; after another particularly stinging takedown of right-wing
Latin American douchebaggery on another Firing
Line in 1987, I became a regular reader of both The
Nation generally and Christopher speciﬁcally. The
heart in my head always leapt a bit whenever he’d
pop up on TV. For however long he’d be before
the cameras, one knew the intellectual and humor
bars would be raised exponentially, if brieﬂy.
Though the substance of the Rushdie press
conference was perhaps less momentous than the
simple fact of Rushdie’s appearance, it produced
the requisite amount of good quote fodder, and as
ﬁve o’clock was fast approaching, I made for the
Press Club’s pay phone vestibule to call in quotes
and a working top for the story. Just as I was
ﬁnishing my phone ﬁle, who would appear next
to me but Hitchens.
Initially sounding more like an escapee from
a speech impediment clinic than a professional
tradesman, I quickly regained my composure,
introduced myself as both a longtime admirer and
Postie on assignment. Much to my surprise, he
recognized my byline (“You did that piece on Ray
Thornton a few months back”) and then asked
how much time I had before deadline.
“I gotta get back to ﬁnish ﬁling now,” I said.
“Well, ring when you’re done and if I can sort
it out with the security people, come ‘round. I
know it’ll be too late probably even for the late
edition, but you should really meet Salman; don’t
tell anyone, but he’s staying with us. And I’d love
to talk with you more, particularly about your
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Fear, Empowerment, Forgiveness
An evening with author Margaret McMullan
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adventure in Arkansas.” He
as well - the old SLA and SDS conAll I’ve ever wanted to do is get fairly paid to dig nections, Keith Parker’s activism here
scrawled his number and address and as I hotfooted it back
into stuﬀ and write about it. Period. No talking head and abroad that invited FBI scrutiny,
to the newsroom, I had to stop
Watson and Crick, Hofstaeder, and the
business on radio or TV for me. But among those unique historic ties between the CIA
and pinch myself: Did one of
who have lived for the camera lights, did I have a and the Russian and Tibetan studies
my journalistic heroes not only
say he wanted to have a proper
friend, mentor and colleague who did everything departments. But so, too, was he with
sit-down, but also with Salman
whatever noble artistic output that
like that with amazing erudition, wit and style? I did. state could claim. His editor at The NaRushdie?
The piece I banged out wasn’t
tion, Richard Lingeman, was originally
terribly long or complex, but
a Crawfordsville boy who had also
owning to the holiday skeleton staﬀ, it took it’s time making its way
become aTheodore Dreiser biographer (later Sinclair Lewis as well); he
through the usual layer of editors, and by the time the piece was to
was also intrigued by what informed the work of everyone from Ross
bed, I was ready for mine. I rang with regrets both for the evening and
Lockeridge and Kurt Vonnegut to Booth Tarkington and Lew Wallace,
immediate future – I was due back in Bloomington day after next – but and rued the fact that we wouldn’t have time to make a jaunt to Brown
no worries, he said; Let’s have lunch when next you’re back in town.
County to consider its history in art colony and outlaw registers.
Three weeks later we spent six hours having a long, bonding liquid
Keen as we both were for the morning ahead of us, he was actually
lunch at The Palm, followed by still more booze at Timberlake’s on
more excited at the prospect of seeing more of Bloomington and the
Connecticut Avenue and then up the street at the Hitchens-Blue digs
IU campus later in the day, hoping we might even have time to pay a
nigh-atop the Wyoming. Over the next year we talked regularly; he
visit to the old American Spectator house (“I can’t imagine that Tyrell is
oﬀered a critique of my published work to date, and then asked if I
indicative of the actual Indiana ethos, drape himself as he does in that;
wouldn’t mind doing a quick bit of factchecking research for a new
but maybe I can glean some insight…”). When we got to Terre Haute,
project: an expansion of his revelatory 1992 Nation column “The Ghoul
we had to report to the Penitentiary’s oﬀ-site staging area at some
of Calcutta,” in which he documented the dark side of Mother Teresa.
hotel no later than 7 am for credentialing, shuttle bus seat assignments,
CUTLess the savior of the poor and more of a roving papal ambassaand queuing for an 8 am departure to perhaps the most grim of Terre
dor for antiabortion absolutism, “the leathery old saint” was also the
Haute’s institutions.
happy recipient of money from a collection of corporate criminals and
About then we got ushered onto buses for our ﬁeld trip to the big
third-world dictators communist to fascist as well.CUT
house, with each hand being shook by a particularly unctuous Bureau
When he rang me early ’95 in Bloomington, the book version, The
of Prisons functionary who I could see being just as vacuously brightMissionary Position, was about to come out; the TV premier in the UK
eyed-and-bushy-tailed guiding a tour anywhere from Disneyland to
of the ﬁlm version, had been a smash. American television and ﬁlm
Dachau. By the time we got to the actual death chamber, Christopher’s
festivals were, however, more than a little squeamish about introduclevel of bemusement with the ﬂack was about to crest. After our
ing the half-hour documentary to US audiences. As we sussed out
man dished on “the procedure,” Christopher asked, “Ah, yes, I was
travel arrangements, I asked: Do you have a video or ﬁlm copy of your wondering if you might tell me how, out of all the facilities in your
own you can bring with? Why not give Hell’s Angel its North American archipelago of penal misery, this one was selected for this auspiciously
ﬁlm in Bloomington, at Indiana University?
dubious honor.”
He loved the idea. Then, on top of that, a rapturous reporting opporFlackamton, without missing a beat: “Well, we’re centrally located in
tunity on one of our favorite shared topics fell into our laps. Both of us
the United States. We have an 11,000-acre site, so there is room. And”
had written extensively on the death penalty, and, as it so happened,
– with a smile on his face and lilt in his voice – “there is great communot only had the US Government recently decided to locate the ﬁrst
nity support.”
federal death chamber at the Bureau of Prisons Terre Haute facility,
“He didn’t just say that,” Hitch said.
but they were organizing a media tour of the facility exactly when Christo“You think that’s bad?” asked another hack standing next to us. “You
pher would be in town. “Jason, this is excellent,” he said. “We can pay
know what he said when I interviewed him last week and asked him
homage to Debs; tour the federal death house– my God, I can’t believe, that? ‘Well, I think it’s because we’re centrally located and everyone
in Debs’ hometown! - and antagonize the local Buckley- and Tyrell-ites
back in Washington was impressed with the can-do attitude of our
ratbags with the ﬁlm.”
staﬀ.’”
“He did not.”
Among the things that dates the story: When I collected Hitch at the
“He did! He did!”
old IND, I did so at the actual gate. (To think that once upon a time
“You have to be kidding.”
you were actually allowed through the security checkpoint, not just
“Nope.”
as a traveler with a boarding pass.) Heading down 37 we tarried a bit
in Martinsville, so I could give him the Klan nickel tour; after a drink
The material gleaned from the dog-and-pony show was enough for
there, we rolled into Bloomington. Though Indiana University writ
both of our dispatches (his for The Nation, mine for The Progressive)
large was wringing it’s hands over what to do about Hitchens and his
to write themselves. Now, on to more pleasant excursions: The Debs
heretical ﬁlm (more on this later), Collins Living-Learning Center –
House.
then deputy-directed by my inseparable journalistic partner-in-crime,
Alas, upon arrival this side the threshold of our socialist saint’s home,
ace photographer Karl Heinz-Dukstein – welcomed Hitch with open
we discovered that the museum kept idiosyncratic hours, and that
arms, giving him it’s visiting scholar’s suite (complete with the gift of
if wanted to see the joint, we’d have to ﬁnd a way to kill at least 120
a daily amenity basket including a pint of Johnny Walker Black, each
minutes.
of which was drained before the nest day’s dawn.)
In Terre Haute. Before noon.
I swung by Collins pre-dawn to collect Christopher. We immediately
But, thankfully, wherever there is manufacturing (however limited or
began to talk about Indiana’s dubious history, parsing the currents
imperiled), so, too, will there be drinkeries catering to the third-shift
that had made this other “I” state (the other being Idaho) at various
worker. With only a little poking around we found a bar open at 10
times both a center of socialist, progressive and utopian thinking on
am.
the one hand and, on the other, less a Crossroads of America than a
I can’t recall the joint’s name, but the jukebox looms large in memory.
petri dish of various curdled conservatisms. Much of it, we agreed,
Save the bartender, there were only three other people in the joint.
was really more anti-semitic than anything else; but he did not know
Technically three, but really more like six-and-a half: You could easily
that perhaps the most iconic lynching photo in American history came
extrapolate from build, clothing, expressions, dead soldiers and cans of
not from far below the Mason-Dixon line, but from Marion, Indiana,
Skoal that their rides were probably 150s with gun racks, NRA decals
northwest of Indianapolis.
mud ﬂaps and maybe even a set of truck balls.
We had both mixed it up with Indiana’s own Metzger boys before,
With Hitch is his usual blue blazer and me in my trench coat, we
which led to a great discussion about it being strange that Indiana
may as well have been wearing invitations for eye-fucking by any
seemed to be the recurring mainspring for generations of right-wing
Limbaugh-smitten trog. Hitch, however, was oblivious to any of this;
mystic weirdness. He was also intrigued by revelations of IU’s history
his back was to them, while my back was to the door and the dipso
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dip-packers. The jukebox was up in front, and after an hour of breakfast libations and discourse on
drugs and death, Christopher decided we should
have some music.
I watched him stalk past the slopes of Mt Redneck, not giving them a glance while they chuckled and gestured behind his back as he stood at
the juke. I tensed; I could truly visualize headlines
along the lines of “English Socialist Journalist and
Promising Young Reporter Killed in Terre Haute
Dive Bar Brawl.”
Then as now, I think the most fascinating aspect
of our road trip was a question we should have
reported out: How had it come to pass that –
wedged in between the more predictable fare of
Hank Jr, Kansas, Guns N’ Roses – at some point
in its history, someone had included in the juke’s
repertoire Joan Baez’s 1975 From Every Stage live
album? And that is was still there?
Perhaps if more attuned to the nuances of our
fellow patrons, Christopher might have at least
opted to start the suite with Baez’s Dylan or
Leonard Cohen covers. Nope! As he settled back
into his seat, the familiar strains of “Joe Hill” were
heard, followed, as I knew it would be, by “The
Ballad of Sacco and Vanzetti”.
From his position, Hitch couldn’t have been
happier: Booze and radical tunes, across from a
comrade. From my vantage, it increasingly seemed
like making it out the door was going to be the
diﬀerence between ﬁghting our way out upon
interception closer to the door, or having to start
from our current post. Our fellow patrons were
looking increasingly agitated, if not personally
insulted and disgusted.
But that was before Christopher started singing
along. And not in a gentle whisper.
“…Smiling with his eyes, says Joe, ‘What they
can never kill went on to organize, went on to organize,” he enthused in baritone at volume somewhere between spoken word and song, “..Where
working folks defend their rights, It’s there you
ﬁnd Joe Hill…”
At this point the bartender was looking at me
as if to say, “I don’t want any trouble in my joint,
and not only am I considering you two trouble,
but I will not stop anyone who wants to unload on
you, and I myself might want to get some licks in
as well.” We had one thing going for us, however:
Having apparently layered dissonance upon dissonance, the introduction of Hitch’s dulcet tones
seemed to
have further shocked the seething trio feet away
into temporary intransigence; but how long would
that last?
Had song number three been anything else but
what it was, I’ve no doubt we’d have known a
sanguinary answer. But thankfully, Hitch had
also punched in Baez’s cover of “The Night They
Drove Old Dixie Down,” whose at least familiar
words seemed to have a soothing eﬀect on the
other booth-bound behemoths.
Though we still had some time to kill, the moment seemed ripe to attempt a gentle exit, and as
the song began to wrap up I suggested we head
out.
Would we make it past the rednecks booth without molestation or provocation? I took a breath
and prepared for the worst, two steps behind
Christopher.
As we passed, sure enough, a query: “Hey buddy, those your songs?”
“Why yes,” Christopher responded, quintessence
of endearing politeness.
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One of the ﬁrst things Christopher impressed upon me was even if
the dosh is token or not in cash, never make an appearance for free.
Might I be able to rustle up some sort of token honorarium, he’d asked
earlier in the year, for introducing the ﬁlm and doing a Q&A afterwards? If not for that, he’d be happy to talk to a class or two (“journalism, English, history, political science – up for anything, really”.)

The author as a teenage journalist, circa 1990.
“I dunno about those ﬁrst two, man, but that cover of ‘Dixie’ wasn’t
too bad…”
“Speaking for myself, I think America would be better oﬀ if every ﬂag
of Dixie was driven down, but yes, it really is a great song…”
A shove towards the door and we’re out, unscathed, and, remarkably,
no one in pursuit.
Now high on life between having dodged a redneck beatdown and
being some number of sheets to the wind, with Hitch on point we
entered the Debs museum. I recall it as unsurprisingly humble - as was
the sole docent on duty, the converse of the guys we’d encountered
who were all but spoiling for a ﬁght. Big guy, beard, overalls, ball cap,
and the sweetest, most compassionate heart and astute vocalizations
of class consciousness, labor history and criticism of hyper-capitalism
one could hope to ﬁnd in DeathandDeclinesville. I think we actually found that cat to be more engaging, edifying and inspiring than
anything else in the house; we both lit up when he ﬁnished an erudite
rant with “…thank God we’ve still got The Nation, if only more people
read it. “
Wan smile from Christopher. “Actually, it so happens I write for The
Nation, as I’ve no doubt this young man will too sooner than later.”
The guy was over the moon. “You write for The Nation? The Nation?
God damn, I can’t believe I’m talking to someone in the Debs House
who actually writes for The Nation! Why the hell are you in Terre
Haute?”
Explanations and accounts of the morning were tendered. “Did that
guy at the prison really say killing people at the prison might have a
positive economic eﬀect on the community?”
Indeed he did.
“Fuck him. On behalf of every good person in Terre Haute, I apologize.”
“Just as forgiveness proﬀered but not asked for should be rejected,
you have no obligation to apologize for the crassness of others, the
likes of which you wouldn’t engage in yourself. And as long as the
Debs house is opened and manned, there will always be something
noble about Terre Haute. Thank you.”
The guy looked like he was about to cry and as we moved towards
the door asked us to wait for a moment, and then gave us each
reproductions of Debs great 1920 presidential campaign button, “For
President, Convict No. 9653”.
And then it was back to Bloomington to antagonize Roman Catholicism.
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In retrospect, it might the height of naivete, but not only did I not
expect and problems with securing some measure of institutional IU
support for Christopher’s visit, but I thought IU would roll out the red
carpet. Proliﬁc critic and reporter for prestige publications, free expression and anti-death penalty advocate, Nation and Vanity Fair columnist, Oxford grad, two Verso collections and a half-dozen books more
scholarly than not; surely Union Board or COAS or various individual
departments would love to at least give over some space, maybe even
promote an event, and kick in some coin for a modest honorarium.
Ha bloody ha.
The Missionary Position was now in bookstores, and many at IU
simply couldn’t process the dark facts of Mama T’s rabid and mercenary side. Union Board basically told us to fuck oﬀ; some of the
departments said they had professors who’d love to have Hitch come
talk to their classes, but feared nebulous repercussions if it was known
that any amount of money from any departmental funds was spent on
any honorarium or travel expenses. The Fine Arts Auditorium minder
was “uncomfortable” with “giving a left-wing journalist a platform to
attack a beloved Catholic icon.”
Though disappointing, these weren’t too hard to work around:
Karl and his boss were happy to make the visitor’s suite at Collins
available gratis and rustle up a bit of scratch from some Collins fund,
and – somewhat to my surprise, but pleasantly so – the culturally
Catholic Peter LoPilato helped us outﬂank the Fine Arts handwringers
by giving over a Ryder Fine Arts evening to Hell’s Angel. Despite the
rather shoddy treatment from IU’s central and departments elements,
Christopher had nonetheless agreed to speak to a comp lit class and a
very gracious Carol Polsgrove’s magazine journalism class after our
return from Terre Haute.
Fine Arts was packed that night. From the opening moments of the
ﬁlm – a hilariously-yet-ominously frenetic Indian violin sawing, a
montage of not-exactly-warm-and-cuddly Mother Teresa images and
Hitch’s drolly measured and understated tone – the audience was fully
engaged. Though you couldn’t pinpoint it to any one corner of the
audience, you could feel an initial bristling of some, a certain tentativeness of others, and – not unlike our acquaintances from earlier, an
out-of-the-gate seethe and fuses lit. For I suspect the many there who
hadn’t previously read the column or the book, whatever their political
or religious inclinations, it was pretty heady stuﬀ to have it laid out in
90 seconds that the following 23 minutes and 30 seconds would be devoted to making the case that a heretofore beloved nun was a mobbedup global menace whether the issue was sex, death or both.
But even as one who’d read column and book, setting Christopher’s
restrained-in-tone, trenchant-in-verbiage narration, actually seeing
and hearing MT in action was jarring – for me and everyone else. You
could hear the audience if not being won over, at least acknowledging
a certain mind-fucked quality at beholding MT’s delivery to an Irish
audience that didn’t make the news in the US and began with:
Let us promise Our Lady who loves Ireland so much that we will never allow
in this country a single abortion. [Applause from the Irish crowd]
A few gasps from the ﬁlm audience.
And no contraceptives.
[Applause from the Irish crowd]
More than a few exclamations of various kinds from the audience.
Which would be repeated with subsequent revelation of MT’s globetrotting to pick up checks and burnish the reputations of international
criminal ﬁgures ranging from Charles Keating to Baby Doc Duvalier
to Robert Maxwell; her instructions to mission volunteers not to treat
the dying with standard medical sanitary practices, juxtaposed with
questions musing whether MT’s funds might be better spent on, say,
building a hospital in Calcutta over funding a global network of missions preoccupied with controlling the sex lives of the world’s poor.
I confess that while I can’t recall the blow-by-blow of the Q&A
afterwards, Christopher was resolute in a promise made earlier that
he wouldn’t leave the stage until everyone who had a question had it
adequately answered. I do remember at one point a sympathetic IU
professor coming over to me and saying, “You have to pull him out
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We entered the Debs museum. I recall it as unsurprisingly to help an old friend out with a
of there – he’s been up there for
three hours with no break!,” but
humble - as was the sole docent on duty. Big guy, beard, little pot. A bag changed hands;
when I ﬂashed a signal from the
words were captured on wire,
overalls, ball cap, and the sweetest, most compassionate arrest was made, and search warback, like Nuke to Crash, he shook
me oﬀ. “He wants to keep going,
heart and astute vocalizations of class consciousness, labor rants obtained for Massey’s house,
and not only do I guarantee you
history and criticism of hyper-capitalism one could hope to ﬁnd. car and storage locker.
he can take it,” I said. “I can also
The storage locker included two
guarantee he’ll still be going hours
items that eﬀectively damned
from now at the Lion, if you want
Massey. One was a large bale of shrink-wrapped pot from almost a
to join.”
decade ago that Massey had forgotten about, a relic from his initial
I don’t think that guy did join, but those who did had a helluva time,
post-prison years when, saddled with a felon’s record, he’d had some
center table in the Well. Erudite types like Fred Rose and Tim Sutherlin
trouble ﬁnding a job and needed to make ends meet. The other was his
were there, along with the H-T contingent of Mike Leonard and, I am
grandfather’s WWII .45 automatic.
sad to discover, the now late Rex Buntain. But a brilliant, engaging and
Courtesy the draconian Bush 41 and Clinton crime laws, these ﬁnds
far-ranging series of conversations between all present were all secgave the locals the option to bounce Massey’s case to the feds, and for
ondary to, even by Hitchensian standards, a remarkable conversation
a potentially long sentence for “possession of marijuana with intent to
between Christopher and one Michael Douglas Massey.
deliver” and “possession of a ﬁrearm by a felon”.
Though I’ve no idea how anyone of younger provenance or anyone
Unless, the locals told him, he’d be up for wearing a wire in the sermy age chieﬂy regards Christopher and his legacy by subject matvice of “giving us Vest and Leonard.”
ter – Athiest exponent? Iraq ﬂack? Bete noire of Henry Kissinger and
His response, he told us, was: “Go fuck yourselves. Vest doesn’t even
Bill Clinton? Sublime literary critic? – among his most consistent and
smoke
pot, for fuck’s sake. Go ahead and call the Feds. I did Michigan
abiding interests was challenging the death penalty and, to a lesser
City, dudes. I can do six years in a federal pen standing on my mothextent, America’s defaults to retrograde penology. So it was with some
erfuckin’ head, and I’ll do that especially before I snitch out anyone,
excitement that he ﬁnally met Mike Massey that night -- in ways a
especially two good reporters who haven’t done anything except be a
meeting with eerie and ominous prescience that sort of brings this
pain in your ass.”
narrative full circle.
Though I haven’t talked to Massey since those humid downstate
Originally from Evansville, in 1976 a 22-old Massey had largely been
Illinois summer days of 2001, in the course of banging out these ﬁnal
more of an automotive menace in his youth than anything else, wrackparagraphs, I consulted the Internet to see what it might yield vis a
ing an impressive array of motor vehicle code violations. He pulled a
vis the current state of Mike Massey. I wasn’t shocked to ﬁnd a court
few stick-up jobs of Evansville gas stations and burger/pizza joints;
document revealing that like always, Massey had done his time and
in 1977, he caught two concurrent ten-year sentences for his crimes.
landed on his feet, having worked ﬁrst for a ﬁrm and then on his own
Upon departure from a three-count, four-year stay as guest of the state
as a ﬁnancial advisor, having initially received a Mortgage Lender
at Michigan City, Massey became the responsibility of a uniquely acOriginator’s license from the Indiana Department of Financial Institivist and astute parole oﬃcer, who, sensing potential, advised Massey
tutions in 2010 – only to have them rescind it days later, on “character
to take up studies at Vincennes University. Excelling at junior college,
and ﬁtness” grounds for implicitly violent crimes sans similar recidiMassey transferred to IU, graduating with distinction from IU’s SPEA
vism from 1976 and another ridiculously trumped-up set of convictions
in 1987.
When we ﬁrst met, he was working on an MS in criminal justice,
from 1995 – also sans recidivism, and undeniably secured through
and had become something of a worst nightmare for the Indiana
machinations that reﬂected a clear lack of “character and ﬁtness” on
Department of Corrections: An ex-con who could not only articulately
the part of law enforcement.
speak ﬁrsthand to the racism, corruption and other forms of injustice
I also wasn’t shocked that the same documents revealed Massey took
endemic in the Hoosier penal system, but who could credibly back
the DFI both to administrative and civil courts -and that – despite
up stories and positions with actual academic research – and who,
initial victories – that an Indiana Appeals Court recently ruled that
per academic accomplishment and aﬃliation, was extremely hard to
no, Mr Massey can’t have a license, as there was nothing “arbitrary or
dismiss. He was also a sort of lay-scholar of Bloomington crime history capricious” in the DFI’s denial, per the “character and ﬁtness” bit.
with a minor in historical local cops’ character challenges, knowledge
which, much to the local constabularies’ annoyance, Leonard and I
Which made me recall this from Christopher in The Guardian from a
would routinely tap.
bygone era:
Massey joined the party a bit late, but upon introduction, Hitch lit up
The domestic war against the enemy within, which was begun as Richard
– “Mr Massey, at last! Vest has shared so much about you!” – and for
Nixon’s last desperate gamble for panicky popularity, is now in the same shape
the next two hours, two extremely intelligent men of radically diﬀerent as the rest of his legacy. It reeks of corruption, police brutality and overweening
sizes and locutions conversed on the American criminal justice system. bureaucracy. It also involves demented overseas entanglement…I simply cannot
Do I wish I could remember even small parts of the conversation? Yes.
remember the last time, in public or private, that I spoke with a single person who
Can I be forgiven for the amount of beer and whisky I’d consumed. I
believes this makes the least particle of sense. The opinion pages can occasionally
think so. Take my word for it, it was fun.
drum up a lone, dull voice, but it’s almost invariably that of a paid spokesman for
And thus we come, in a weird way, full circle.
a “war’ machine that enjoys funding in inverse proportion to its victories. Again,
Just as I was heading out of town for good a few months later in
I know very few habitual drug users, but I also don’t know anyone who would
1995, Leonard and I found ourselves in an interview room at the
be more than two degrees of separation from a reliable supplier, whether that
Bloomington Police Department, in whose custody a coterie of charturned out to be a gangster or a cop…Three decades of this grotesque, state-sponacter-challenged- cops-cum-drug-war-true-believers Massey was now
sored racketeering have led to unbelievable levels of oﬃcial corruption and to
in. Whether Massey’s comments to journalists were for the record or
an unheard-of assault on civil and political liberties. Colombia doesn’t look any
oﬀ-the-record, this crew and their co-religionists everywhere from
more like the US as a result, but the US does look a lot more like Colombia. The
Vanderburgh County to IDOC HQ had apparently grown to ﬁnd
actual resources expended would have more than paid for national health care: the
Massey’s comments and research increasingly antagonizing, and in
potential revenue from legal, and therefore clean, narcotics would rebuild the cities
what was then a staple of local law enforcement for dealing with such
from the ground up.
people, recruited a down-on-his-luck former prison friend of Massey’s
to entice him into a cocaine deal.
Vive la laicite, libertarisme, internationalisme, solidarite.
(The same crew used this very technique in the hopes of politically deposing then-Monroe County Clerk Jim Fielder – perhaps the
[1] Youth is wasted on the young: I was only a Guinness-guzzler in
most beloved Republican local oﬃce-holder – on a marijuana charge
those days. But after a decade in California where (a) both viticulturinvolving a laughably small amount. It failed, with Fielder’s bi-paralists and horticulturalists really know their stuﬀ and (b) enough of
tisan electoral base repeatedly re-electing him to both the Clerk’s and
civilized society knows harmless recreation and useful medication
Recorder’s oﬃces.)
when it sees it – totally diﬀerent story (Cheers. Pﬀftttt.)
Massey didn’t deal, or even play, with the hard stuﬀ; but he did oﬀer
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